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DOCUMENT 

To the Secretary of State 
Washington, D~ C. 
A-1558, August 22, 2 p.m. 

Rio de Janiero 
DATED: Au,uust 22, 
REC 1:D: Augu.st 30, 5p.m. 

Reference is made to Er:!bassy 1 s despatch ~~o. 16511 of June 20, 
1944 and to ~revious corres~ondence concerning the attitude of 
Brazil toward admitting refugees into its territory. 

Dr. Leao Velloso tells me that President Vargas himself has 
no" a::roroved the plan to bring 500 refugee children to Brazil, 
nrovided that the Brazilian Government did not incur the exoenses 
of transportation to and maintenance in Brazil. He has. according
ly charged General Ivo Soares, Chairman of the Brazilian Red Cross, 
~lith ma_lcing suitable arrangements with appropriate Jet<ish welfare 
agencies here to take care of them. 

Official announcement is to follow shortly. 

CAFFERY 

DECLI\.SSll<'H•m· 
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-Secretary of State 
Washington 
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DOCUMENT 

AIRGRAM 

A-390 of June 16, 1944 10 a.m. 

American Embassy' 
San Jose, Costa Rica 
DATED: June 16, 1944 
ll.EC 1D: June 20, 10 a;.m. 

The Embassy has discussed the question reported in my confiden
tial Airgram no. 375 of June 10, of Costa·Rica1 s receiving refugee 
children with Senor Mendez, head of the Patronate Nacional de la 
Infancia, a semi-official agency charged with the care of ·orphaned 
children. 

Senor Mendez stated that hie organization would be able under 
certain conditions, to place one thousand children in private homes 
in Costa Rica and might itself' be able to take a BDUiller quota. He 
wished to know, however, before the Costa Rican Government makes a 
formal commitment, whether assurances could be given that the children 
would remain permanently in Costa Rica, for he said that mP.ny private 
families would be ·reluctant to accept children who might be :returned 
to Europe after the war. . 

He stated tr~t the expenses of an~ children so accepted would be 
t~~en care of by the families concerned, but tr~t the War Refugee 
Board would have to undertake transportation expenses. Should the 
Patronate take some children, all expenses would have to be paid, 
for the budget is not large, 

If the Department can assure the children)s permanency in Costa 
Rica, it is beHaved that the Costa Ricllll Government will be agree.;. 
able to receiving as many children as Senor Mendez recommends. 

DES PORTES 

.J'. 

DECLASSIFIED 
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DOCUMENT 

y EJ.!l!AS SY OF THE 
ti:tUTBD STATES OF A.'1ERICA 

no. 7845 
AIR !·fAIL 

Habana, September 

Subject: Cuba Agrees to Accept 1000 Refugee Children 

.. ~ I I I 

The Honorable 
~ne Secretary of State, 
'lashin,gton, D. C. 

Sir: 

In amplification of my telegram No. 798 of September 5, 7 p.m., 
I have the honor to enclose copy and translation of Note no. 2219 
from the Ministry of State whei-ein the Government of Cuba agrees to 
accept 1,000 ref'J.gee children in France and Hungary. 

I have not been a.nprised of the manner in which Cuba nronoses· 
to handle this matter, but I shall advise .the Department. iirunediately 
of further developments. 

Enclosures: 

Respectfully yours, 

For the Charge d'Affaires a.i.: 

(Signed) 
GARRET G. ACKERSON, JR. 

Garret G. Ackerson, Jr. 
First Secretary of Embassy 

1. Copy of Foreign Office 
note No. 2219~Lumitted--Ed~ 

2. Translation thereof 



LEnclosure N~. 2 to Dispatch 
No. 7845 dated September 7, 
1944.J 

- 575-

TRANSLATION 

The Ministry of State pre·sents its compliments to the Embass;r 
of the United Ste..tes of America and in connection with the memorandum 
from the Embassy dated Aug~st 17 regarding the admission into Cuba 
of 1,000 refugee children who are at prenent in France and Hungary. 
is pleased to advise that the Government of Cuba agrees to offer 
lodging on our soil to the indicated minors and trat it is disposed 
to offer all facilities to carry out this humanitarian pro~oaal. 

The Ministry of State avails itself of this opportunity to 
renew to the Embassy of the United States of America the assurances 
of its highest consideration. 

Ha.bana, September 5, 1944 ., 



( 

FROM: 
TO: 
DATED: 
NUMBER: 
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DOCUMENT 

PAR.AP!:!RASE OF TELE-GRAM RECEivED 

American Embassy, Ciudad Trujillo 
Secretary of State, Washington 
May 4, 19.44 
219 .... 

With reference to Department 1 s April. 15 circular air gram Foreign 
Office informed Embassy this morning that Dominican novernment would 
receive a minimum of 1,000 refugee children up to 16 years of age, 
and a maximum of 2,000. Upon their arrival in this country, he stated 
that private institutions subsidized by the state would take care of 
them. 

NEWBEGIN 

1 DECLASSIF11~D 
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FROl4: 
TO: 
DA.T"'...J): 
NUMBER: 
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DOCUMENT 

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRA!CRECEIVED 

Amari can Embassy • .Ciu.dad Trujillo 
Secretar,y of State, WaShington 
~ 19, 1944 
240 .... 

· I was informed by the Foreign Minister that the Colombia Consul 
at llern is merely in charge of Domintcan archives and is not a bona 
fide representative of Dominican interests in Switzerland; With 
further reference to the Department's tel~gram of May 17, 1944, No. 
200 and in view of the above, the Foreign Minister informally told 
me that it vas the intention of the Foreign Office to send a note to 
the Embassy suggesting that the Swise Government be advised by the 
American representative in llern of the Dominican Governments• inten
tion to accept a minillllllil of 10000 refugee children and the maximum 
of 2,000. It was added by the Foreign Minister that the note would 
also aU&,ooeat that it would appreciate the American Government 1 a 
accepting responsibility £or the issuance of the visas if this is. 
agreeable to it. As soon as we have received an official communica-

- ~ion to this effect~ we will inform the Department. 

HEN.BEGI!i 

DECLASSIFtED 
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DOCUMENT 

EMBASSY OF THE 

\' 
ffiHTED STATES OF .Al-lER! CA. -No. 2140 Q;!lito, Ecuador, September 15, 1944 

Subject: Ecuadoran Response to Proposal to Receive Refugee 
Children. 

The Honorable 
The Secretary of State, 
Washington. 

Sir: 

With reference to the Embassy's despatch No. 2053 of August 29, 
1944, and. the Embassy's telegram No. 908 of today, I have the honor 
to enclose a copy and transJa tion of an ai~ memo ire from the Minis~ 
trJ for Foreign Affairs indicating ita belief that Ecuador-would be able 
to accept approximately three hundred orphaned or abandoned. children 
from Europe under the conditions outlii.uid in· the Department·• s _ tele-
gram No. 680 uf AUovust 10, 9 p.m., and previous commUnications. 

-.~: 

Enclosures: 

Respectfully yours, 
For the Ambassador: 

(Signed) 
JANES W. GANTENBEIN 

Jams e W • Gantenbein 
Second Secretary of Embassy 

1. Copy of~ me~oire LO~itted Ed~ 
2. Tranale.tion 

I .. DECLASSIFIED 

.. 
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!Enclosure No. 2 to Dispatch 
No. 2~40 dated September 14,, 

- 579 -

1944~ __ ., -- ::~ 

TRANSLATION 

Aide ~lem6ire 

With reference to the aide memoirs addressed by the !Unistry 
for Foreign Affairs to the Embassy of the United States of America 
on A11c,c-ust 24 of this ;year informing it that Ecuador was prepared 
to receive a group of orphaned or abandoned Europe~ children under 
the conditions aet forth in said communication, the Mirtiatry for 
Foreign Affairs has the honor to state tr£t the matter, having been 
considered by the Ministry of Social Welfare, it is believed that 
Ecuador would be able to receive up to 300 children provided that the 
War Refugee Board furnished the funds necessary -for the case:. 

The number indicated in the preceding paragraph might vary, 
nevertheless, in accordance with the proviaions which the above 
mentioned board might make for each child, the adequacy of which is 
to be submitted to the .Judgment of the Ecuadoran Government. 

DECT ,/-\ ~~IFIED 
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DOCUMENT 

San Salvador, El Salvador, May 4, 

No. 15.31 

SUBJECT: Admission of Jews and other war refugees 
into El Salvador. 

The Honorable 

Sir: 

The Secretary of State 
Washington 

I have the honor to refer to the Department's confidential circu
lar air gram dated April 20, 7:.35 p.m., and to report that I conveyed 
its purport to the Salvadoran Minister for Foreign Affairs at an inter
view on the mo~ng of April 25, which was supplemented qy a note 
~ater the same day, a copy of which is attached hereto. 

I have now received from Dr. Avila a persqnal letter, the English 
version of which is transcribed below: 

11San Salvador, May 2, 1944. 

My dear Mr. Thurston: 

I take pleasure in advising you that my Government 
views with s,rmpatby and in principle is in agreement with 
the suggestion to which your esteemed letter of April 25· 
refers to the end that El Salvador would grant refuge to 
orphaned or abandoned children now within the territory 
occupied or controlled qy the enemy' and that to this .. end. 
it would construct a suitable building; but, before·reach
ing a final conclusion it would desire to know whether the 
cost of the building, the feeding and education etc. of the 
Qhildren would be borne by the War Refugee Board; and 
finally all the expenses which that Board would be willing • 
to meet for more or less 100 children. · · 

I beg you therefore to give me tlas information if 
convenient. 

For your kindness I thank you in advance. 

I am, as always your affectionate friend, 

(Signed) 
A. R. AVILA!! 
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When I spoke to Dr. Avila he made no mention of the .fact that 
his _Government might expect us· to defray the cost of a building in 
which to lodge .the refugees under consideration, ·but did inquire 
whether the war Refugee Board would defray all costs of. transporting 
the refugees to El S~vador, maintaining them here for such time as 
might-be decided upon, and of their eventual removal from the country. 
His letter makes no_ reference to the latter point and introduces thE! 
new one relating to the cost of the building. 

Enclosure 
Cop,y of letter to 
Dr. Avila dated 4/25/44 

Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) 
WALTER THURSTON 



' I 
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L[nclosure No. l to 
Dispatch No. 15.31 
dated May 46 19~ 

My dear Dr. Avila: 

- 582-

In confirmation of ~ statements this morning I take pleasure in 
advising you that ~ Governr:Ient has now authorized the American con-" ." 
sular officers in Switzerland to issue up to four thousand quota im
migration visas to refugee children up to sixteen years of age withou~ 
regard to religion, ~tional.ity or stateless status, to close relatives 
residing in ene~, ·enenv-occupied or controlled territory, or to the 
.availabilitv of means of transportation to the United States. The 
purpose of this authorization is to facilitate the escape to Sw:!.tzer
l.and of orphaned or abandoned children by giving assurances to the 
Swiss Government that these children will not remain in Switzerland 
after the ter.alnation of hostiiities in Europe. The authorization 
contains provisions for the continued renewal of the Visas until such 
tine as adequate transportation facilities to the United States be
come available. Private sources have posted bond with the Attorney 
General of the United States to assure this Government t4at the im~ 
migrating children will not become public .charges. 

Should there be private agencies in El Salvador willing and able 
to undertake a program for the care of refugee children, the War 
Refugee Board is confident that it can make arrangements to provide 
these agencies with adequate funds for the maintenance, education and 
welfare of as m~ children as the Government of El Salvador would be 
willing to admit. Should it prove necessar,r, funds would undoubtedly 
be available to meet transportation expenses from Switzerland to this country. 

With respect to the foregoing, it would be gratifying were the 
Government of E1 Salvador to give assurances to the Swiss Govei'nm:ent 
of its willingness to accept a certain· number of refugee children in 
a similar manner. It is ccmservativezy estimated that there are in 
France alone eight to ten thousand abandoned or orphaned refugee · children. 

Should the Government of El Salvador be willing to make'tl:iis 
humanitarian offer, it is suggested that the Salvadoran representative 
in Bern issue the ·appropriate number of immigration visas and maintain 
their validity until suitable transportation facilities from SWitzer~ 
land to :E.l Salvador become available. The special representative.of 
the War Refugee Board attached to the American Legation in Bern. will 
be glad to cooperate with the Salvadoran representatives in this ·as 
well as in all other refugee matters. 
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I .shall be grateful if Yoilr Excellency will inform me. as quickly 
as may be possible of the attitude of the Government of·El Salv~dor. 
toward this question and, if the suggestion above presented is. i"av
orably received, what number of children it is prepared to admit into 
this country. 

Cordially and sincerely, 

(Signed) 

WALTER THURSTON 
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~ EmbassY 

No. 1104. Guatemala, May 15, 1~. 

Subject: Evacuation of Refugee Children 
from Europe, 

The Honorable 

Sir: 

The Secretary of State, 
Washington, D.C. 

I have the honor to refer to the Department's circular airgram 
dated April 20, 7:-35 p.m., 1944, outlining the Department 1 s policy 
with regard to the acceptance by the United States o-f up to 4,000 
refugee children under immigration visas and requesting that assur
ances be sought of the Government to which I am accredited that a 
proportionate number of children would be accepted by it in like 
circumstances. 

The matter having been broac!led to t'he Government of Guatemala 
in the Embassy's note no. 154 of Aprfl~25,- 1944, ·I have now received 
in reply, a note from the Foreign Office (no. 6130 dated l~y 11, 1944), 
which is enclosed in copy and translation. J.t will be observed that 
the Guatemalan Government has agreed to accept up to 100 children 
under the conditions outlined, but would prefer that so far as it 
will ·be possible, these children be selected from French and Belgian 
refugees. 

Enclosures: 
1{2/ 

Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) 
BOAZ LONG. 

C~py L~mitted-- Ed~ and translation of 
Foreign Office note no. 6130; May n. 1944. 
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LEnclosure No. 2 to Dispatch_ 
No. 1104 dated May 15, 1944..J 

'l'ranslation: 
Secretariat for Fbreign Affairs 
Republic of G-.ultemala 
Diplomatic- Section 
Ho. 6130 

Mr. Ambaseador: 

I have had the honor of receiving Your Exceli'ency 1 s c~W.teoua 
note No, 154 of April 25, 1944, in which you informed me of the will
ingness of the Government of the United States to receive in i_ts ter
ritor,r four thousand refugee children, from those who are now abandon
ed or orphaned in Europe, as a consequence of the hardships of war. 

I have taken due note of the conditions of this acceptance, which 
Your F~cellency is good eno,~ to set forth in your courteous communication. 

Your Excellency is good enough to transmit an invitatio~ from the 
United States Government to the Guatemalan Government to- collaborate 
in this relief work and to receive, in a similar manner, a specified 
n~~ber of these children, victims of war; and, to this end, offers 
the contribution and necessary help of the War Relief Board. 

I take pleasure in in:forming Your Excellency that the Government 
of Guatemala gladly accepts participation in the humanitarian work 
of &1ding these helpless children, and is willing to .receive in ita 
territo~J a number proportionate to that accepted by _the United States. 

In consequence I am pleased to beg Your Excellency's valuable 
cooperation so that arrangements necessary may be made for the Swi.ss 
Goverrunent to give provisional refuge to one hundred children, who 
will be brought to Guatelll8llln territory as soon as possible. 

I courteously beg Your Excellency to note that, :even though in 
this participation the Government of Guatemala does not 'Wish to ~e 
nationality distinctions, or any of race or religion. it woUld appre-
ciate it if the hundred children to be given refuge in this Republic 
might be selected.· preferably, from French or Belgian children. 

ln due time this Secretariat will give appropriate instructions 
to the Guatemalan representative at the place indicated for the. 

I 

I 
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issuance of the necessary visas on. ~he documents of these children. 

I avail myself of ·this opportunity, Mr; Ambassador, to renev the 
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

His Excellency Boaz Long 

(Signed) 
CARLOS SALAZAR 

Ambassador E. and P. of the United States, 
Guatemala. 
hsa. 
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Secretary of State 
Washington 
A-165, April 27, 3 p.m. 
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DOCUMENT 

AIR GRAM 

FROid: 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
No. A-165 
DATED: April 27, 19441 

)p.m.. 
RE.c•b: May 3, 11 a.m.i 

1tr A-163 of April 25, 5:30.p.m. concerning refugee children under 
sixteen years of age. 

The il!inister for· Foreign Affairs informed me yesterday that 
President Carias appears willing for Honduras to receive a maximum 
of fifty {50) children, and that information as to the sex and age 
preferred may be supplied later. I gathered that some preference as 
to racial origin {whfuh may possibly mean that Polish, French, or 
some other class of children woUld be more acceptable.than Jews) 
might also be expressed. Acceptance of refugee children would be on 
the condition that all expenses of transportation anp. of maintenance 
be met by other than Honduran agencies. 

Since Honduras has no diplomatic or consular representatives in 
SWitzerland at the present time, perhaps the Department can suggest 
some practicable form of visa procedure. 

Clarification on the following point woti.ld be helpful: Are,the 
children expected to remain in Honduras the rest of their lives, or 
would they be returned to their countries of origin after termination 
of the present war? 

FAUST 

r '!)~CLASSWU:~D 

-I 

! 

I 

I 

'I 

i 
I 

..... 



-FROM: 
TO: 
DATED: 
NUliiBER: 

- 588 

DOCUMENT 

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGIW4 RECEIVED 

Amembassy, Managua 
Secretary of State, Washington 
May 5, 1944 
271 -Reference is made herewith to the Department's airgram of 

7:35 p.m., April 20, 1944. 

The Nicaraguan Consul in Bern has been authorized by his Govern• 
ment to visa the passports of one hundred children without distinction 
of nationality or religion in agreE;nent with representative of War 
Refugee Board there and to keep th<iSe visas valid until transporta
tion becomes available to Nicaragua. 

STEWART 

DECLASSL~D 
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DOCUMENT 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

77 

No. 2148 Asuncion, Para~, June 3, 1944. 

SUbject: Paraguayan Government willing to receive 
refugee children. 

The Honorable 
The Secretary of State, 
washington. 

Sir: 

I have the honor to refer to the Department's confidential 
circular airgram of April 20, 1944, 7:35p.m. to certain Embassies_ 
stating that the Department has now authorized the American consular -
officers in Switzerland to issue up to four thousand quota i.."lllligration 
visas to refugee children, and requesting this-Embassy to approach the 
Paraguayan Governn:ent with a v:!.Erlf to obtaining its consent to accept
ing a fixed number of refugee children and giving assurances to the 
SWiss Government of such willingness, 

There has now been received a note from the 1!inistry of Foreign 
Relations on this subject, in reply to this Embassy's Nota of ~!ay 5, 
1944. Copies and translations of these notes are transmitted herewith, 
and it will be noted that the Paraguayan Government is willing to 
cooperate in this wol_'k provided that adequate financial assistance is 
available for the ·purpose. 

As respects the notification by the Paraguayan Government to the 
Swiss Goverrunent, concerning which nothing is said in the Par<J.guayan · 
note, it should be mentioned that the Paraguayan- Government does not
naintain a diplomatic-mission in Switzerland, 

Enclosures: . 

Respectfully yours, 
(Signed) 
LESLIE E. REED 
Leslie E. Reed 
Charge d 'Affairas ad interim 

l. Copy and translation /5nittad-Ed.7 of Emba:ssy•s Nota No. 
260 of May 5, 1944. - - - --

2. Copy fn..nitted-Ed. 7 and translation of Nota .No. 461, !Jay 21, 
1944,-from Ministry of Foreign Relations. 
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LEriclosure No. l to 
Dispatch No.-2148 
dated June J, 1944~ 

Note ~ro. 260 

Excellency: 
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Asuncion, Yay 5, 1944 

With reference to previous conversations with Your Excellency 
and Tiith your distinguished predecessor regarding the possibility 
that Paraguay may participate in the humanitarian work of giving 
asylum to soce of the unfortunate refugees from Europe, I have the 
honor to inquire concerning the attitude of your Govern:nent with 
respect to receiving some refugee children. 

It is estimated that there are in France alone, 8,000 to 10,000 
abandoned or orphaned refugee children, and the war Refugee Board is 
endeavoring to make arrangements for their care in the future. MY 
GovenL~ent PAS decided to permit the immigration to the United States_ 
of up to 4,000 children under 16 years of age irrespective of their 
nationality, religion or stateless status and has -authorized the 
granting of the necessary visas by_AJnerican consular officers •. These 
visas will remain valid or may be renewed until such time as trans
portation facilities to the United states may be available. 

If there are private organizations or agencies in Paraguay :Vihich 
are willing and able to care for a group of refugee children, it is 
believed that the 7{ar Refugee Board can provide such agencies with 
adequate funds for the maintenance, education, and welfare of as-many 
children as your country would be willing to admit. ShouJ.d it be 
necessary, funds would-also be available to cover their transporta
tion expenses from Europe to Paraguay. 

If' your Government is willing to participate in this work, and 
a suitable agency in paraguay is disposed to assUI!Ie the care of such 
children, your Government may desire to so inform the SWiss Govern
!llent. Upon receiving information of the attitude of Your Excellencyts
Gover111:1ent in this matter, I shall be glad to furnish further det~ls 
of the arrangements which are being made, if such information is 
desired. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my most 
distinguished consideration. 

His Excellency 
Dr. Horacia Chiriani 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Worship 
Asuncion 

I 
I. 

; 
I 
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/Enclqsure No. 2 to 
Dispatch No.· 2148 · 
dated June 3, 1944!7 

- 591 -

TRANSLATION OF ENCLOSURE NO, 2 

Mr. Charg~ d 1 Affaires: 

With reference to Note D.P. & D. 402 ~ the loth instant, I ha-ve 
pleasure in quoting the following communication received from the 
Ministry of Education, which states: 

"536, Asuncion, May 26, 1944. Most Excellent Mt-. Minister: 
I have pleasure in addressing Your Excellency in order to acknowl
edge receipt of Note 398 of May 8 of the present year from yoUr 
Chancellery, as well as the authenticated copy" of document No. 260 
from the American Embassy which accompanies it. W1th reference to 
the contents of the document referred to, this :Ministry desires .t

0 ammounce its complate conformity to collaborate in relieving the 
affliction ~ European· childhood deprived of homes by·. the ·present 
war, accepting the nW!lber of refugees which may be f'ixed.:in view 
of, and with previous determination of our possibilities, In order 
to nake possible this noble activity, this Ministry ventures to 
point out the necessity that the economic collaboration offered 
contamplatesthe construction of a building (internado) adequate for 
the purpose desired, and its equipment, as well as the amounts nee• 
essary for the maintenance and clothing of the refugee children. 
This .Ministry would bear the cost of the administrative and teach
ing staff of the asylum; in order to assure the pupils the benefits 
of the most complete education possible, Within these generaFlirtes, 
this Ministry will reiDain-in.the.eXp8ctation of further information 
and proposals on the subject. Receive, Excellency, the expre11sion.; • 
of my special coiJBidaration. Signed: JUan Dario Quiros, l!inister.•• 

I take this opportUnity to salute you with my distingUished 
consideration. · 

(Signed) 
MARIO FERRARIO 

SUbsecretary of State of 
Foreign Relations. 
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-No. 711 

- 592 -: 

DOCUMENT 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Lima, JUne 28, 1944 

SUbject: Bringing Refugee Children from Europe into Peru 

The Honorable 
The Secretary-of-State, 
washington, D. c. 

Sir: 

78 

I have the honor to refer to· the Department • s confidential 
circular airgram· of April 15, 7 p.m., directing me to approach the 
Peruvian go,iernnent with the view to inquiring as to the acceptance
of refugee children belO"If _the age of sixteen irlthout regard to 
religion, nationality or stateless status, and to my telegram no. 866. 

1/ I have the honor to enclose herm'lith the translated text of the 
note of the Foreign Minister expressing willingness to receive up to 
fifty children, under certain specified conditions. 

In my telegram no. 541, dated April 24, I advised the Department 
of the reaction of Doctor Soli y Uuro, which was to the effect that 
in the absence of adequate organizations for taking care of children 
he would have to depend upon the different foreign colonies. The 
text of the note leads to the supposition that the Belgian and French 
colonies have expressed willingness to .assist in this matter. · 

Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) 
J. C. WHITE 

I DECLASSIFIED 
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/Enclosure No. l to 
Dispatch No. 711 · · 
dated June 28, l944;i 

AIR MAIL 

Sir: 

- 593 -

Lima, June 20, 1944 

In reply to your esteemed note no. 29, of April 25, I have the 
honor to inform Your Excellency that the Peruvian government, being 
desirous of cooperating in the humanitarian work in which the United 
States is interested, notwithstanding the fact that there do not exist 
in this country special organizat:Lons that are suitable for (the care 
of) children nor official establishments of sufficient extent to take 
care of other than local needs, is disposed to receiVe up to fifty 
European refugee children; provided that these should be of French or 
Belgian nationality and· that they should be brought to the port of 
Callao, since the absence of suitable transportation does not permit 
it to assume obligations such as might· arise by taking charge of 
children in Switzerland. 

I avail myself of this occasion to repeat to you the assurances 
of my highest and distinguished consideration. 

His EXcellency 
John Campbell White, 
Ambassador of the u. S. A., 
Lima. 

(Signed) 
ALFREDO SOLF y MURO 

~, . t~. ~ 
! 

i 
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- 594-

DOCUMENT 

»mASSY OF THE 

UNI'rED.- STATES OF-AMERICA 
Montevideo, Urugu~ 
August 29, 1944 

Subject: Uruguay agrees to Admit 500 Refugee Children fro~ Europe~ 

The Honorable, 
The Secretary of State, 
Washington. 

Sir: 

In confirmation of the Embassy'u telegram no. 817 of August 29, 
11 a.m., 1944, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of the 

.note of the Hinister for Foreign Affairs, in which he states that 
authorization will be granted for the issuance of visas to 500 refugee 
children from Europe, in accordance with the conditions set forth in 
this Embassy' G memorandum of Ma;r 4, 1944, (copy enclosed), which -was 
based on the Department's circular airgram of April 15, 7 p.m. 1944. _ 

Respectfully yours, · 

For the Ambassador: 

(Signed) 
EDWA.'l.D J. SPARKS 

Edward J. Sparks 
I Secretary of Embassy 

Enclosures: 
1. Note from Minister for Foreign· Affairs dated 

August 28, 1944. 
2. Embassy's note to Foreign Office dated 

May 4, 1944. 

DECLASS1FIFD 
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(Translation) 

L~closure No. 1 to Dispatch _ 
No. 4743 dated Augu~t 29, 1944~ 

Ministry ~or Foreign Affairs 

Montevideo, August 28, 1944 

Mister Ambassador: 

With reference to the confidential "Memorandum" of the Embassy 
of the United States of America dated May 4 of the present year 
concerning the authorization to be granted to the consular authori
ties in Switzerland to visa documents of minors for the purpose of 
permitting them to enter this country until such time as a refuge 
could be arranged ~or them, I beg to inform Your Excellency that 
following consultation with the competent private institutions, the 
figure of 500 children has been arrived at as that of the receptive 

_capacity of the country. · 

Consequently, visas will be granted f·or this number under the 
conditions set forth in the above mentioned 11Memorandum11 • 

Please accept again, Your Excellency, the assurance of m~ 
highest consideration. 

To his Excellency 

(Signed) 
JOSE SERRATO 

William Dawson, Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America. 
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LEnclosure no. 2 to D~atch no. 4743 
dated August 29, 194d/ 

MEMORANDUM 

The Department of State has authorized to consular officers of 
the United States in Switzerland to issue up to 4,000 immigration 
visas to refugee children up to sixteen years of age, under except-: 
ionally liberal conditions. The purpose of this authoriZation is to 
facilitate the escape to Switzerland of orphaned or abandoned children 
by giving assurances to the Swiss Government that these children will 
not remain in Switzerland after the termination of hostilities in 
Europe. The authorization contains provisions for the continued re
newal of the visas until such time as adequate transportation facili
ties to the United States become available. 

If there are private agencies in Uruguay willing and able to under
take a program fo~ the care of refugee children, the War Refugee Board 
is confident that it can make arrangements to provide those agencies with 
adequate funds for the maintenance, education and we~fare of as many 
children as the Government of Uruguay will be willing to admit. Should 
it prove necessary, funds would undoubtedly be available to meet trans
portation expenses from Switzerland to Uruguay. It is conservatively 
estimated that there are in France alone eight to ten thousand abandoned 
or orp~~ed refugee children. 

It the Urugu~an Government should be willing to take similar 
action it is requested that it give assurances to the Swiss· Government. 
through its diplomatic mission in Bern, that it will_ accept up to,a 
fixed number of refugee children in a manner similar to that of. the. · 
Government of the United States. It is further requested.that the 
Mi12iatry of Foreign Affairs authorize its Chief of Mission· in Bern 
to issue the ap!Jroprinte number of immigration visas and to maintain 
their vnlidity until suitable transportation facilities from Switzer
land to Uruguay become available. The special representative of the 
'liar Refugee Board attached to the American Legation in Bern will be 
glad to cooperate with tho Uruguayan diplomatic and. consular off1cers .•• 
in this as well as in all other refugee matters. · 

Montevideo, l-!ay 4, 1944_6 

(DECLASSIFIED 
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The American Hiriister,-Bern 
The Secretary of State, Washington 
April 11, 1944 · 
2236 -With reference to the request of the Inter-Governmental Committee 

:for Refugees for children which section one of my number 1825 dated 
March 24 mentioned, the Political Department advised me that unfortun
ately they have just been informed that Laval's decision was negative 
in spite of the efforts of Minister Stucki. Thar were not able to give 
me any reasons for such refusal because no explanation was given. 

The Inter-Governmental Committee will be advised by the Political 
Department and the Governments o:f Britain and the United States will 
be informed by the Inter-Governmental Committee. The Political Depart
ment in doing so will recommend that steps taken to reply,· in the very 
interest of the continuation of the contributions of Switzerland in 
trying to alleviate the sufferings engendered by war, sr~li b; strictly 
preserved :from any publicity both in England and in-America.· 

HARRISON 

--··":-· ~-

DECLASSIFIED 
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ORIGINAL TEXT OF TELEGIL\M SEh"'T 

FROM: Secretary of-State,-Washington 
TO: American Legation, Bern 
DATED: June 13, 1944 
ll1JMBER; 2023 

Following is for McClelland. 

Reference last paragraph your 3107, May 16. 

Board feels that the issuance of visas to children who entered 
Switzerland prior to January 1, 1944, would not accomplish the 
purpose for which visas were made available since principal moti
vating force behind the authorization to issue these visas was, the 
encour~~ement such authorization might give to the Swiss Government 
to permit accaleration of the entry of additional children. While 
revising the January 1 date backward might assure the Swiss that 
some refugee children now in Switzerland would not remain there 
after the war, it· would not focus the attention of the s,.,is.s to 
the relationship between the availability of American visas· and the 
admission of additional children. · 

For your information, action paralleling that t~~en_in this 
matter by the United States is being contemplated by a number of 
the governments in Latin America. Board hopes in the near future 
to fUrnish you with the details of offers from those governments 
to the Swiss which, it is believed, may provide for children who 
entered Switzerland prior to January 1. 

If, after consultation with the Ninister and appropriate_ Sl<;'iss 
authorities, 1t appears with some clarity that the movement of 
children into Switzerland would be accelerated by issuance of visas· 
to children who entered prior to January 1, please so inforlll the. 
Board. 

Reference Legation 1 s 2810, May 3. Please report if Minister 
Bonne. has received any additional information fromStucki _at Vichy 
regarding his efforts there. 

Thia is wnB cable to Bern no. 39, 

HULL. 

DECLASSIFIED 
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Secretary of State 
Washington 
U. S. Urgent 
7997, December 7, 4 p.m. 

For 1m:B :from McClelland. 

Legation's 7464, November 10. 

Bern 
-DATED: 

REC'D: 
December 7, 
12:55 p.m. 

I run happy to be able to report that approximately 1,_355 
persons balance of the Hungari~~ Jews in Camp Bergenbelsen arrived 
in Switzerland during night of December 6 to 7 having crossed 
frontier at St. Margarethen. They are at present temporarily 
housed near St. Gall under control of S~1iss Army. 

HUDDLE 
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DOCUMEf'fT 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT ,~ 

WAR REFUGEE BOARD 

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

1945 

Dear Governor Lehman: 

Reference is made to my letter of January 12, 1945, advising you 
that approximately 1,352 Jewish refugees from Bergen Belsan may have 
to be moved from Switzerland to Philippeville pursuant to the agreement 
of AFHq and UNRRA, referred to in MAf 435, to hold the Philippeville 
Camp in reserve for emergencies that. may arise as a resuit of the 
arrival of large.numbers of refugees in Switzerland. 

The following cable has just been received by the War Refugee 
Board from Roswell D. McClelland, its representative in Bern: 

nReference is made to Department's cable no. 49 of 
January 3, WRB 34. 

"The substance of this cable was·communicated to the 
Swiss authorities. Appreciation was expreasedby·the Swiss 
for the Board's prompt efforts to organize the evacuation 
of the Bergen Belsen group from Switzerland. The hope was 
expressed by them that, pending a reply from London ~egard
ing permission for the majority of these refugees to enter 
Palestine, arrangements could be initiated for the movement 
of this group to France, inasmuch as they will have to 
proceed there in any case, regardless whether Palestine or 
North Mric& is their destination. It necessary, the Swiss 
Federal Railwaye are prepared to furnish trains for trans
portation to the French port of embarkation. 

"The federal police desire to correct an omilslilon in 
their recent communication with regard to the number of the 
refugees comprising the group. They now desire to include 
the first Hungarian Bergen Belsen convoy comprising approxi• 
mat ely 320 parsons. In this connection see Legation 1 s ·. · 
cable no. 5517 of August 23. If this group 1B included; 
the total would be 1,672 instead of 1,352." 

In view of the fact that it will probably take some time before 
it can be determined whether the members of this group of 1,672 
refugees referred to in Mc0lelland 1 a cable will be admitted.to 
Palestine, it has been decided to take advantage of UNRRA1 s. offer 
to hold open Phillippeville for emergencies that may arise. Accord~ 
ingly, pending a final decision regarding the uitimate destination 
of these refugees, it has been decided to move them to Phillppeville. 

I 
i 
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The War Department has been advised of the foregoing and has been re
quested to arrange for the necessary tr~~sportation. 

It will, therefore, be appreciated if appropriate instructions 
were sent by UNRRA for the reception of this group at Philippeville. 

In view of the necessity that this group of refUgees be evacuated 
from Switzerland as soon as possible> I would appreciate being advised 
of the action taken in this matter. 

Honorable Herbert H. Lehman, 
Director General, 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) 
J, lf, PE!ILE 

j, W. Pehle 
Executive Director 

United Nations Relief & Rehabilitation Administration, 
Washington, D. C, 
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DOCUMENT 

UNITED NATIONS 

RELIEF AND REHABILITATION-ADMINISTRATION 

-1344 Connecticut AvenU6 
Washington 25, D. O. 

30 January 1945 
Mr. J. W. Pehle 
Executive Director 
War Refugee Board 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Pehle: 

Reference is made to your letter of January 16th requesting admittance 
to UNRRA's Refugee Camp at Philippeville, Algeria, of 1,672 refugees. 
mostly Hungarian Jews from Bergen Baleen. 

We have sent the following cable to the Chief of the UNRRA~ission in 
Italy: 

"Advised -by War Rafugee Board that Swiss aUthorities req_uest 
immediate evacuation from Swiss territory approximately one 
thousand six hundred and seventy-two refugees, mostly Hungarian. 
recently arrived in Switzerland via Germany. Pending reply 
from Foreign Office regarding permission for majority to enter 
Palestine War Refugee Board urges refugeesbe sent to Philippe
villa, has advised War Department, and requested it to furnish 
necessary transportation. -

"Also, fifty to seventy-five refugees, holding ad hoe Latin 
American passports which do not authorize holders to enter 
countries in Western Hemisphere, will arrive in Marseille 
from Switzerland circa January twenty-seventh. War Refugee 
Board has advised War Department and req_uested traiu!portation
to Philippeville. War Department has advised SHAEJ!' and SACMED, 
to provide transport to Philippeville or alternate cllllJ1> to be -
determined in consultation with UNRRA representatives in the_
field. 

"We are asking London to check with SHAEF on screening, compo
sition. arrangements for tranoportation, health and welfare 
provieiona enroute, approximate dates of arrival.- and to adv!Be 
Keeny. 

0 Advise soonest whether facilitieo, peroonnel. food._ etc. are 
adequate to accommodate these adiUtional ref'ugeee. If' not, 
can you arrange locally on an emergency basiBI if·oo. over 
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what neriod? _See our 38 re supplies we no\t programming for 
Philippe"'ille, Do you recommend Italian ~ i,n preference 
to Philippeville?" 

We shall be glad to inform you of-whatever further action there may 
be in this matter. 

Sincerel;r yours,-

(Signed) 

fi:ERBERT -H. 1EBMAN 

Herbert H. Lehman 
Director General 

d 
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DOCUMENT 

Plain 
Bern 
DATED: February .9, 1945 
REC1D: 11:51 a.m~ 

For Department and WRB from McClelland. 

With regard Musy affair following is translation of article 
which appeared number of Swiss morning papers Februar,v 8: "Mr. 
Musy arranges liberation of Jewish internees in Germany first 
convoy 1,200 civilians coming from concentration camp Theresien
ste.dt arrived Wednesd~ 11:45 a.m. at Kreuzlingen. It is thanks 
to efforts former Federal Counaillor Musy acting on request of 
European executive Council of Union Orthodox Rabbis of United 
Sta.tes at l1ontreux and o-f world organization of .Agudas Israel 
that these civilians were liberated by Germany. Other transports 
will follow which will all be sent from Switzerland abroad as soon 
as transportation possibilities exist. (This release was sub- . 
mitted to press by Sternbuch and ~msy,) 

Official communique Federa.l Department Justice and Police com
~~icates with respect this questiun 'Transport arrived morning 
February 7 from Constance and was sent to St. Gall. It is composed 
of 1,210 persons including 58 childr~ under 12 yeartr. --Hea.Ith 
these refugees seems generally good.· There are only few slightly 
ill persons among them. ·They will all be housed temporarily at 
St, Gall for medical inspection and disinfection. They.will then 
be placed in quarantine camps in other parts of cotintry1 • 

M.de Steiger President of Confederation supplie2 press with 
following details 'Tuesday afternoon Mr. Husy former Federal Council-. 
lor visited President of Confederation and informed him he nad per
sonally obtained from M. Himmler liberation of these civilians. It 
is not excluded tp_at liberation of other contingents may be obtained 
by Switzerland and that transports can take place from week to week. 

Hr. Musy acted privately at request of Jewish orga.Ilizationa so 
that no Swiss authority would be involved in eventuality these.re
nresentations had failed. Swiss authorities only knew Musy was 
~ttempting se~re liberation of two Vaudois named Graf and a wom~. 
also from Canton Vaud named Mayor whose case was particularly-grave 
of seven other persons who were also included this transport. Among 
the refugees are 5 to 600 Dutch Jews and others o-f various nationali
ties. Preparations for reception this convoy had to be made in 
great haste but all went off well. 
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There is expected tonight at Kreuzlingen another transport 
of 540 French peop~e coming from Germany and whose liberation and 
repatriation were also made possible by Musy 1 s negotiations. 

President of Confederation emphasized in conclusion importance 
of humanitarian work !!-lso accomplished in this field by Switzerland' "• 

. Bill WRB 

HUDDLE 
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DOCUMENT 

0 1 Dl'/YER WRB FROM ICATZKI 

PLAIN 
Bern 
DATED I 
REC 1D: 

August 20, 1945 
10152 p.m. 

86 

Trans!)ort of 706 persons, holders of Palestine entry certifi
cates, departed from Brig, Switzerl~~d. at 8 a.m. August 20 b7 
special Swiss train. Pl~ed route is via Domodoseola and Novara, 
Italy, where they ·~11 be taken over by Allied railroad facilities 
for onward movement to Taranto, to arrive th.ere about August 28. · 
The 706 persons included 34 from Theresienstadt and balance from 
Bergen Belsen. They comprised 232 Hungarians, 160 Rumanians, 157 
Czechs, 45 Poles, 11 D~tch, and 101 stateless. 152 of total number 

_were members of the Youth Alijah up to age 16 and 147 were Chalutzim_ 
(agr~cultural trainees) between 15 and 20 years old. In add.ition 
there ware 30 young children accompanied by thei-r narents. 

All persons were in possession of national passports of Swiss 
Government documentation and ~Tere security checked inBern prior 
to departure. S1'1iss authorities provided generous rations to cover 
reauir~~ents until AFH~ takes over transport in Italy. Entrainment 
proceeded smoothly and Swiss authorities cooperated to fullest 
extent. 

RARRISO}T 
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DOCUMENT 

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM SENT 

Secretary-of State; Washington 
American Legation, Bern 
February ?S, 1945 
886 

In co:mection •,fith the message which follows we refer to the 
proposal that :Sanque Populaire Suisse buy small amounts of United 
States currency brought by genuine refugees into Switzerland. 

The Legation of Switzerland in Washington, the Treasuryreports, 
is insisting on an early decision claiming that due to pressure from 
groups of influence who are interested in refugee matters in Switz
erland, the failure to buy such currency is causing embarrassment to 
the Swiss, The Leg~tion of Switzerland indicates that this problem 
came up as a result of the decision of-the Swiss Bankers Association 
to prohibit dealings in dollar currency of the United States. 

The War Refuges Board, thi.s Department ·and the Treasury Depart
ment, in view of ·tha humanitarian considerations involved, are in 
agreement that you should inform the Swiss that the Treasury is prepared, 
until further notic;;, to countenance the buying of United States dollar 
currency by Ban~~e ?opulaire Suisse on the terms given below. 

(ona) In an <"..mount not to exceed $100 for each person each month 
after the adoption of this plan, the Banque Populaire Suisse may buy -
from genuine refugees from the Axis countries in Switzerland, dollar 
currency of the United States. 

(two) These purchases should be confined to such-doliar cUrrency 
as was surrendered, upon entry~ into Swiherland, to_ Customs Officiall(--c 
there and which, u!der· control -of the Swiss Federal Department- of 
Justice and Police, has been deposited with BPS; and it is suggested 
that arrangements be made to indicate the amounts of money surrendered~ 
and the amounts pu-~chased subsequently by BPS, on the passports or on: 
other identity pa1J"rs of those refugees who surrendered United States~
currency. 

(three) It is believed to be desirable, in order to avoid the 
possibility that paople fleeing from the United Nations may derive 
benefit from this ·oroposal that you be furnished with such data re
garding each refug~e as you consider necessary (prior to purchase 
by BPS) so that you may give consideration to each case and indicate 
your decision to the Swiss. You need consider only the first monthly 
purchase. Please let us have your col!llllents if such screening_- by you 

DECLASSTFTF:n 
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will involve an unrAsona.ble quantity of work for the advanta,ges 
secured, In any event, we feel that refugees who after January 1, 
1945, enter Switzerland should be screened by yOU: ina carefullll8nner. 
In this connection the Treasury would like to be informed as to the
facts in any instance in which United States currency in denomination& 
of $500 or more• or a total of $1,000 OI' more in ani denominations is 
surrendered by refugees as well as any case in which you inform BPS 
that it should not buy currency from a certain refugee. Included in 
such information should be a description of such large bills• especially 
the series year and the serial number, but not by way of limitation. 
Should a refugee, in any particular instance, have sufficient other 
available means, in your opinion, and if the refusal of BPS to buy 
dollar currency would not inflict hardship, your approval should be 
withheld. 

The Swiss may be informed by you that any currency which under 
these arrangements is purchased by BPS may be turned over to the 
Swiss National Bank and that, at the risk of the Swiss, you will 
for'11ard it by pouch to the United States for deposit with the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York to the Swiss National Bank's credit. As soon 
as normal facilities for shipments of currency are avail~ble the use of 
the pouch should be discontinued, 

The above program has been discussed with the British who are not_ 
willing to enter into a similar arrangement ld th regard to sterling 
notes; however, they have indicated that they can jQstify their position 
to the Swiss even though the above plan is adopted by us in view of the 
different policies followed-in the past in regard to currency. It should 
be emphasized in discussions with the Swiss that purely on huminatarian 
gro=ds the present action is being taken and that 1li no other light 
should it be considered. 

So~e of the refugees who have entered Switzerland or who may 
enter Switzerland may be fleeing from the United Nations rat-her than 
the Axis, it is recognized. This matter is of concern to-the Treasury 
not only as it applies to the buying of dollar currency by BPS but ... 
also as it applies to the overall problem of preventing people :who· 
flee the United Rations from securing any benefits through the ·~ 
United States or from this country. A public ruling to the, effect 
that nationals of enemy nat:i.ons (as contrasted with nations occupi~d 
by the enemy) who leave such countries or who have left such courit;le'a 
after some' specified time are still deemed to be enemy nationals and 
will not be entitled to the privileges, amongst other things, of 
General License 53 and General License 32, is under consideration by 
the Treasury. Receipt of your views with regard to this problem 
along with your suggestion as to a suitable cut-off' date would be 
appreciated by the Treasury. 
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In order that London may advise the :British of the action taken,· 
this message is being repeated to London._ In view of the fact that 
this matter has been discussed in London already, the Embassyis being 
asked to inform the Department if it is not.in agreement with the 
procedure herein described and to repeat its comments to Bern so that 
if necessary, action m~ be withheld. 

W!_: 

GREW 
(Acting) 

The foregoing ~essage as Department's 1542, has been repeated 
to London with an introduction as follows: 

In vte't of the urgency of the matter discussed in the 
following message, it has been sent to Bern. Careful con
sideration has been given to the British comments set forth· 
in your message of January 23, No. 814, and we have decided . 
to proceed as outlined in the message to Bern· in view of the 
special circmristances, From your message No. 813, wEf asSUJlle 
that no further objections will be interposed by the British.-
However, if the Embassy feels for any reason that this pro
cedure is objectionable in any w~ or that it requires fur
ther discussion, please request Bern to withhold action.until 
any points at issue have been resolved and please cable 
comments as promptly as possible. It wo11ld seem desirable to 
cable Bern that the ~bassy is in agreement, if thAt is the 
case. 

GREW 
(Acting) 
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February 23, 1945 
Midnight 

Amlegation 
Bern 
819 

The cable below to Harrison and McClelland from Department 
and War Refugee Board is. WEB 416. 

The following is text of memorandum of Executive Director of 
War Refugee Board which was unanimously approved at Board meeting 
February 20th: 

~UOTE Memorandum to: Secretary Stettinius 
Secretary Morgenthau 
Secretary Stimson 

Our best information indicates that, while the enemy has 3b8n• 
doned wholesale extermination of detainees, large numbers of the 
pnysically unfit are now in imminent danger of death due to starva
tion, exposure and deliberate neg1ec·t. The actual numbers· are un
known and are believed to be changing daily. 

Food, medicines and clothing must be distributed to such de~ 
tainees at once if their lives are to be saved. they should be 
removed, if possible, to safety in Switzerland without unnecessary 
daley. 

The International Red Cross is our only means of direct contact 
with the camps. Operations can best be conducted from Switzerland.-

The \'iar Refugee Board is reo,uested to authorize its reproaentli-: 
tive to obtain the necessary cooperation of the International Red 
Crose and the Swiss Government. 

The War Refugee Board is further requested to approve that the 
necessary food, medicines and transnortation equipment be mada. 
available to the International Red Cross by the Swiss Government·· 
against our promise- of repeyment or replenishment after the wa.r. 
It is understood that private funds. are available for the nec~ssary 
financing. 

(Signed) 
WILLIAM O'DWYER 
Executive Director 

DECLASSIFIED 
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(Signed) 
JOSEPH C GREW 
Acting Secretary of State 

(Signed) 
H. MORGENTHAU, JR. 
Secretary of the Treasury 

(Signed) 
~IRY L~ STIMSON 
Secretary of War. UN~UOTE 

You will note that the program approved envisages (1) furnish
ing food and other relief through the International Red ·Cross to 
physically unfit unassimilated detainees who are within enemy-con
trolled territory, and (2) their removal by the International Red 
Cross to safety in Switzerland as soon as possible. 

The Executive Director of the :Board plans to go to s·witzerland. 
·in the near future in connection with the foregoing program. In the 
meantime; you are requested to do the following immediately: 

1.- Explore the availability in Switzerland of food and 
other relief supplies as well as transportation equip
ment. Please advise the Board and Department at once 
whether relief trucks are permitted to move from Switz
erland to German-controlled areas and return to Switz• 
erland for reloading of supplies; 

2. ~ach Intercross with a view to obtaining their 
consent to deliTer the relief supplies in enemy territory 
and to organize and effectuate the removal of detainees 
to Switzerland. 

3. If Currie mission: concurs please approach the Swiss 
Government for the purpose of obtaining its consent (a) 
to mai!:e. available to Intercross now the necessary supplies. 
and equipment for the foregoing relief and evacuation 
program and (b) to admit all detainees who reach Swiss 
borders and house and maintain them under guard until w& 
are able to arrange for their evacuation to Allied ter-· 
ritory. You may assure the Swiss that this Government 
will arrange for the replenishment from the outside of 
all supplies made available by the Swiss for this purpose 
a.>td compensation for use of equipment. Please report 
all dovelopmenta to Department and :Board. 

GREW 
(Acting) 

(GLW) 
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American Legation, Bern 
Secretary of State, Washington 
March 8, 1945 
1481 -The following message from McClelland for WRB and the Department 

is transmitted. 

Please refer to cable from the Department dated Febrtiary 23, No. 
819 and cable from the Legation dated March 2 No. 1345. 

It was revealed by a conversation on March 6 with Burckhardt of 
ICRC that Rimmler has now made knd·~ his willingness to meet on ~mrch 
10, 11 or 12 with Burckhardt. Therefor·e;·accompa:nied by Bachmann, his 
personal secretary, Burckhardt will definitely leave on March 8th or 
9th for Germany. These conversations will be with the SS exclusively, 
chiefly Kaltenbrunner and Rimmler himself. Statement wasmade by the 
int.,rJJediary who extended the SS invitation that he had been directed 
to inform Burckhardt .tbat Hitler himself might be present at a part of. 
'the discussions, the_Fuhrer 1 s health permitting._ 

The foregoing pa~raph is for the strictly confidential informa
tion of \•/IDl and the Depart~:~ant. 

It is the -plan of Burckhardt to raise the entire auestion of relief 
to all categories of Schutzhaeftlinge and to prisoners of war, regard
less of their religion, race or nationality. Especially there was broueht 
up the release and removal of physically unfit people. 

On J.!arch 3 ICRC was officially informed by the Government of Ge;_ 
many t!'>.at that Governoent now agreed to the exit from Germany .of elderly 
people, women and children, of Nordic extraction or natiqnalitiee,' and 
of French nationality, who were unsuited as laborers. It is 'not clear 
whether the Nazis include Jews among the people of French nationality. 
A ])rom~se was made by me by Burckhardt thn.t he will try to secure. the 
release of Jews as well within any national group if the Germans desire 
to limit the evacuees to certain nationalities, for reasons which are 
not clear. 

Twenty-five tr.1cks with fuel and yrisoners of war parcels left 
Switzerl~nd for ~ermany on the 7th of J.!arch according to the plan re
part"d. in our- message No. 1345. Permisnion for the entry of as many 
trucks ·aa ICRC wishes for prisoners of war relief has now been granted 
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by the Ger~ns 0~~. ·Whether this authorization includes trucks carry• 
ing relief to Schutzhaeftlinge, is not clear. On this point Burckh8.J;"(lt 
will make an effort to obtain favorable decision. 

At the present time the number of trucks potentially available in 
Switzerland to ICRC are way inadeq~te to any extraordinary relief pro
gram for POWs, not to mention Schutzhaeftlinge, and also would be in~ 
sufficient if the Nazis agreed .to allo"' the removal of any considerable 
na~ber of Schutzhaeftlinge from Germany. ICRC has, in all, 50 Canadian 
trucks, of only three tone capacity, and 48 United States trucks of 
from seven to eight tons capacity. 

I understand that SHAEF has now agreed to furnish fuel, not for 
transport relief to unaasimilated groups but only for transporting re
lief to prisoners of war; you might desire to take up with· the War 
Department this matter. · 

There is a posm bility that we may be confronted suddenly with 
a major technical and transport problem if the Germils agree to release 
a lar.e,e number of Schutzhaeftlinge (who might conceivably amount· t.o 
_sever-ctl tens of thousands) following the n_egotiations of· Burckhard-t. 
Under present conditions it is ·most unlikely that the Swiss wiil be able 
or ~illing to transport them to the Swiss_border. 

At the present time ! am working on the problem of transporting 
o_ur 60,000 WFll parcels to unassimila ted groupe in Gerl!l3.ny through the 
ICRC Division of Special Assistance and through private Swiss trucking 
concerns. If tires can be furnished from the outside, or at the very 
le~st, their replacement within a short and definite time limit can be 
guaranteed, there is a sli)':ht possibility of eecur.ing five to _eight 
woo.d~burning truska. An average of ten heavy duty tires ahd two spares 
per truck must be estimated. 

\H th re!'erence to the entry of new and larger groups of refugees 
ICRC was ass=ed by vonSteiger, President of Confederation th9.t to the 
limit of its possibilities Switzerland, in principle, would afunit- such 
groups. 

HARRISOU 
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Bern 
DATED: 
REC 1D: 

April 13, 1945 
6 p.m. 

Burkhardt of ICRC called special meeting afternoon of April 12 
concerning current possibilities evacuate 11 Schutzhaeftlinge11 from 
German concentration camps. (From McClelland, Legation's 2130 April 
11). Practically speaking after several 1·1eeks of ICRC negotiations 
l'li th them Gernans appear to be willing permit exit from Germany of·. 
only (only) civil detainees of French and Belgi·an naUonali ty in· ex
change for similar groups of German civilians now held by French and 
Belgians. Germans, however, do not insist that exchanges be on a 
head for head basis. These exchanges are to be limited as previous
ly reported to women, children and elderly -people (over 65) of both 
sexes. Within these national groups German~ do not seem to'be dis-· 
criminating against Jews since convoy of 300 French women'(there 
t'/ere no children although this was originally announced) included 
7 Jewish women. 

Ka.ltenbrunner of SS informed Dr. ~ieyer, ICRC delegate t<ho ac
comnanied trucks which brought women from Ravensbrueck, that ICRC 
could evacuate all remaining French t•romen from this camp as soon as 
Committee wanted. There seemed, however, to be·only 300 more French: 
women actually still in P.avensbrueck, whereas las·t fall-.(October) 
there were at least 3,000. Aoart from those who have died (certain'
ly 5o%) this leaves many hund~eds unaccounted for who are probably 
in work comnanies detached from camp. There is no (repeat no) e7i
dence although ICRC continues to negotiate for· this that Germans 
will be willing allow evacuation of women who are being used as 
labor. In case not only of these French ~'omen but of civil detain
ees in general this -probably constitutes majority still alive. 

AccorC.ing to sober reoorts from these French women t•ho na:ssed 
through here from Ravensbrueck Nazis ar~ pursuing in that c~p (and 
one has every reason to believe this is true of other similar groups 
of 11 Schutzhaeftlinge 11 ) a policy of simply working detainees to death. 
lihen they are no longer able to work this human material is li t_erally 
discarded. 

In light ·of this information ICRC is now rnakinp; snecial effort 
to obtain i~~ediately a few buses from Swiss army t~ s~pplement lim~ 
i ted number of PO'il parcel trucks available for such evacuations. 
ICRC is also examintng,possibility of using blocked POW parcel trairi 
no·,, at 1-loosburg for similar purpose. Cornmi ttee has hopes that out
side of French a.nd Belgian detainees they may b-e abie to get some of 
other nationalities on an 11 ad hoc" basis depending on attitude of 
individual camn comnanders. 

~fill keep you informed. 

HARRISOlT 
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For WRB from McClelland. 

:Bern 
DATED April 19, 1945 · 
REC 1D 9:30 p.m. 

Kasztner, Sternbuch. Musy and Swiss police all informed me that 
small group of 69 Jewish refugees apparently mainly from Bratislav• 
reached Konsta.nz yesterday and would be admitted to Switzerland tod~. 
It is not clear due to whose efforts these people reached Switzerland 
although Musy is already ~laiming credit. 

Sternbuch has undoubtedly reported this matter by wire to Vaad 
Rahatzala. 

Kasztner arrived in Switzerland yesterday and according to report 
from Nathan Schwalb of Hechaluz. after an extended trip with Kurt B~her 
of SS which reportedly included Thereseinstadt (April 10) and Bergen-Belsen 
(day or so before liberation). Kasztner apparently has considerable :in:,;.· 
teresting information on Jewish survivors in Austria. Slovakia and There-
sienstadt where he stated there were 20.000 Jews bicluding many new · 
arrivals from Austria and Slovakia. According to Kasztner Becner "organized" 
capitulation of camp of Bergen-Baleen with all inmates remaining on spot. 
Kasztner further reports to be bearing important proposals concerning 
possible rescue of Jewish deportees in camps still under German control. 

As soon as Kasztner is released from temporn.ry Swiss custody. I 
shall secure all details possible and report to .you. 

HARRISON 
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TO: .Anlerican Legation, Stockholm 
FROM: Secretary of State, Washington 
DATE: April 12, 1944 
NO.: 654 -The following is WRB No. 2 from War Refugee Board for the 
Minister. 

We refer to your telegram of February 13, 1944, No. 480. 

You stated, inter alia, with reference to the SWedish treatment 
of problems affecting refugees that the Swedish Government's refusal 
to approach the Gover!llllent of Germany with an appeal that refugee 
children be allowed to come to SWeden was based on the belief that the 
Ge:ruans would refuse the request if it were made. The report of 
January 20 from London expressing the opinion that it seems to· be 
worth while to encourage the Government of sweden to make an ~pproach 
to German authorities and request that up-to 20,000 refugee children 
of all nationalities be released has been-noted by us.-

When concern was expressed by the Swedish Government that tho 
possibility of refugees escaping unnoticed might be jeopardized. by an 
approach to the C~rman Government on this matter, mass evacuation of 
Danes was in progress, which evacuation has now been finished.- Since 
the conditions outlined in your telegram of May 19, 1943, No. 1610 
will by met by arrangements which the war Refugee Board will undertake 
to tmke with reference to the suggestion, such alarm should .now be 
obviated. we request you to approach the Goverrnnent_ of :S1'feden on the 
basis outlined above. 

rt is requested that all developments in this matter be brought 
to the attention of the Department. 

(Unsigned) 

.DECLASSIFIED 
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PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAJA RECEIVED 

The American legation, Stockhol::n 
The Secretary of State, Washington 
April 18, 1944 
1342 ·-An appeal to the Government· of Germany to permit ref'ugee 

chilrlren to proceed to Sweden has repeatedly been made by the 
Government of Sweden during the past year according to Soderblom 
(War Refugee Board's number 2, number 654 dated April 12 f'rom the 
Department). It appeared for a while that arrangements would be 
successful for the evacuation of large numbers of Belgian and 
French refugee chilrl.reri but the Government of Germany at the last 
moment on the ground that transport facilities for the evacuation 
of the chilrlren coulrl. not be spared, stopped the proceedings. It 
was added by Soderblom that the Government of Sweden is constantly 
following the matter and as soon as there seems to be a sporting 
chance that the Germans might consent the question will again .lJEI .. 
pressed. Since military requirements are now so overburdening 
transportation facilities that it is actually a~ost an impossi~ 
bility for a civilian to get permission to travel, ~t is.Soderblom1s 
opinion that there is no chance whatever that the Germans would 
consent to make them (transportation facilities) available. It was 
Soderblom's desire that the fact be emphasized that the Government 
of S~eden is not overlooking a:ey o:eportunity1 that it has appealed 
and will continua to appeal to the Government to allow travel to 
Sweden of retngee chilrlren. 

JOHNSON 
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PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED .. 

The AJRerican Legation, ·Stockholm 
The Secretary of state, Washington 
March 16, 1944 
908 -This morning a member of the Legation staff received a visit 

94 

frcm a Finnish lady who was interested in the welfare of one hundred 
and thirteen Jewish refugees who in 1938 and 1939 had come to Finland 
from central Europe. It was cl..a:iined by the informant. that penn:ission 
for these refugees to enter Sweden had been refused ~ the SWedish 
Foreign Ministry and in view of the establishment of the War Refugee 
Board she requested· my aid in urging the Govermnent of Sweden to ad:ni t 
these people at once so that they would be saved from what she fears 
will be docrination of ~~>ish pro-Nazi elements when the Finns make a 
final decision to contirr~e the war against the U.S.S.R. 

This refers to Departmentts number 131 dated midnight January _ 
25 and to Legation•s number 481 dated 6:00 p.m., Fe~ lJ, 1944. 

I mentioned the Lady•s visit to Boheman this afternoon and also 
told him what she talked about. Boheman was fully informed about it 
said that the Government of Finland had made application for the 
admission of these Jewish refugees, .The Swedish Cabinet has considered 
this application twice and has made an adverse decision. The Govern
ment of Finland was advised that denying admittance to these refugees 
at present was not because they were Jews or because of any 11II'IIilling
ness on Sweden's part to admit refugees who were in.::naed or in danger 
but that their being Jews and leaving n-nland at this tinie the Govern~ 
ment of SWeden believed would be very bad propaganda for Finland 
abroad especially since in fact no urgent necessity for their leaving 
Finland existed. Confidentially Boheman added that Sireden .would admit 
them immediately if this group of refugees should in fact be placed·.in · 
any danger in Finland due to the situation which my Finnish caller 
feared. 

JOHNSON 
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P.AIW'HRASE OF .TEIEGR;\M SENT 

FRO!ol: 
TO: 
DATED: 

Secretary,. of State, Washington 
American legation, Stockhollll 
April 25, 1944 

NUMBER: 749 -War Refnoaee Board sands· the following tor Johnson and Olsen. 

Reference is made to your telegram of April 11, 1944, No. U35. 

The importance of Hellsted' s statement concerning e:rtent of 
danger from Gestapo in- Finland to lll8.lV Germans, Swedes and others 
is appreciated by the War Refugee Board. The Board is charged with 
reacuing "the victims of enemy oppression who are in imminent dan
ger of deathn regardless of religion, national.ity or stateless 
status. Accordingly, the Board would warmly welcome Swedish action 
to afford rescue to all groups in Finland which would be espscially 
endangered as the result of increaeed German influence. 

·concerning Hellsted 1s remark that permission to refugees and 
others to enter SWeden would amount to discrediting Finnish GoVern
ment, the Board suggests that you refer him to Boheman1s statement 
reported in your cable No. 908 to the effect that the Finnish Gov
ermaent itself' has applied .for admission of Jewish refugees. 

With respect to the questi'Ons reported in your cable No. 1235, 
the Board holds that all persons referred to in our 724· of April 21 
are in danger. It is prepared to make arrangements for the evacua
tion from Sweden, as soon as practicable, of all persons, other than 
Swedes, who may be accorded refuge in Sweden, and f6;t" the main-t;en-: 
ance in Sweden of such refugees who cannot claim the atipport of 
their governments. · · 

The Board apprecia.tes the action taken by Sweden (reported in· 
your telegram of A:pril 21, 1944, No. 1379) in authorizing one hun
dred visas to Central European refugees now in Finland as ·a starter. 
The Board is deeply concerned about the danger threatening 113 Jeli~ 
ish refugees from Gerlll8.!V and Austria and about 2600 others referred- -· -
to in our cab:J,e of April 21, No. 724. The Board f'u11y supports your· 
repre3entationa reported in your telegram of April 8, ~944, No. 1209. 

In light of your cable No. 1379 referred to above, it is assumed 
by the Board that the He listed statement doss not· modify in any way 
the confidential assurances given by Boheman and reported in your 
cable no. 908. Please obtain confirmation of said. ass.uranees and, 

DECLASSIFIED 
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should you consider that danger is imminent, 
diata action. 

Reference is made to Olsen•s no. J. The Board is gratified by 
favorable $W6dish reaction to hts appointment and the statements made 
to the press are approved by the Board. 

The foregoing is WRB's cable No. 4. 

HULL 
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PARAPHRASE OF;· TELEGRAII RECEIVED 

The Ameriaan llinister, Stockholm 
The Secretary of State, Washington 
April 21, 1944 
1379 

98 

According to H~llstedt Swedish visas have bean authorized for 
one hur..dl"ed Central European refugees now in Finland, as a starter 
--please refer to number 12.35 dated April 11 from the legation. It 
was stressed by' Hellstedt that visas are being granted for hlllllBni
tarian reasons since the refugees are panicky and not (repeat not) 
because the Government of Sweden believes there is any danger. 

JOHNSON 
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PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM SENT 

Secretary of state, Washington 
Alnerican Lega"Uon, Stockhollil 
June 30, 1944 
1301 " -Reference is made herewith to your telegram of June 29, 1944, 

No. 2371. 

1. Approval is given to your proposed course of action and it is 
requested that you proceed expeditiously. 

·2. Information has been received by the Department that canadian, 
Belgian, British, and Italian Governments have accepted the repatria
tion of their nationals and have instructed the appr.opriate missions 
at stockholm to COI!Ullunicate Viith the Government of Sweden. You. are 
requested to correlate your action with them and urge them to ta~e any 
necessary action to the extent that they have not done so already. · 

3. The expenses in connection "With the- evacuation or any refugees 
included in the movement and in connection with their maintenance while 
in Sweden are guaranteed by the War Refugee Board. The W~ Refugee 
Board also guarantees to arrange, when circumstances permit, for their 
onward transportation from Sweden. (Department's telegram of "April 25, 
1944, No. 749). . · 

· 4. It is hoped that arrangements can be made by the Government 
of SWeden to transport swedish or other nationals on the return 
voyage of the vessel and to diminish propprt:l._onatel,y ani charges 
against this Goverrnnent for the operation of the vessel if it is . 
impossible actually to evacuate any .A!nericans and associated nationals 
from Helsinki ow.i.ng to force majeure. 

HULL· 
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Distribution of true 
reading ~ b,y special 
arrangement. · q_ W) 

Secretary of State, 
'llashillgton. 
3955, September 29, 5 p.m. 

Stockholm 
DATED: September 29, 
REC 1D: 6:20p.m. 

Every effort will be made to enter illto any practicable 
arrangements that will mitigate cir=stences described ill WRB 86 
(Department's 1883, September 20, 6 p.m.). Following may assist 
Board ill obtaillillg illsight illto problem as we have encountered it 
here. This is our 87 for WRB, 

Tremendous dif'ticulties and hazards of' takillg any helpful 
action ill Lithuania perhaps are best suggested by fact that in 
course of' Olsen's rescue operations which have brought less than 
150 Lithuanians here, 4 boats and almost 250 lives were lost. 
These operations have recently become so dangerous and awropriate 
communication with other side so erratic that it·was decided to 
stop operations this week. Not a single Jew has been rescued. 
Lithuanian refUgees arrivillg here· say Jews -are too ~rrified to: 

·move from present hideouts, either because tiley f'ear German trap, 
are afraid of almost certainty of beillg spotted by Gestapo and 
shot or are very much afraid of undertaking the dangerous escape. 
A Lithuanian Catholic Priest, one of the refugees brought here 
through these rescue operations, states quite a large number of 
Jews were able to get illto Lithuanian territory occupied by the 
Russians and are said to be treated extremely well. Many others, 
in some cases entire families, are being hidden by Lithuanian 
farmen. He states many Jews have been given false birth certifi- · 
cates by Catholic Priests. According to him, there were only a}xl'!it 
500 Jews in Krotillgen on July l of this ;year and he does not believe -
there are any more than that now uilless there has been heav,t demand 
for conscript labor in that area. · · 

Operations in Estonia and latvia were also stopped this week 
and the boats ordered to be delivered to Olsen here. Action. 'was 
due ill part to the military situation in that area as well as to 
the difficulties· or controlling the types of people who were to be 
brought out. There are literally hundreds of thousands of people 
on the Baltic coastal areas, of all political followings, making 
every panic stricken effort to escape. The last boat sent to 
Estonia was almost capsized by scores of people mrimmillg around in 
the sea trying to climb aboard. Somewhat over three hundred were 
rescued .from latvia and approximately 250 from Est0n1a. Here agaili> 
hO'II'ever, it was not possible to pring out a single Jew. A .full re._ 
port of all these rescue operations will be forWarded in the near 
future. 
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All available channels will, as they have .in the past, be .used 
to forestall :f'ui-ther massacres· in East Prussia am Polarld, . although . 
we are extremely pessimistic that much can be accomplished since the 
contacts we have had in the past S:re. not able to exert any· influence 
upon the severe military control presently being maintained by the 
Germans over such matters. Threats ot reprisals are meaningless to 
this group am it n~ay be assumed that should any proposals . ultlmate
ly be forthcOming through Kleist or other intermediaries for the 
Germans 1 such proposals will UBioubtedly involve totally unacceptable 
military implications. We are pushing these negotiations as strongly 
as possible, nevertheless, simply to stall for time. 

JOHNSON 
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2652, J~ 17, midnight. 

Stockholm 
DATED .July 17, i9M 
REC'D 8:40p.m. 

This is our 54 for War Ref'tlgee Board. 

The following summarizes the pertinent features of report 
filed by Tramnael and Evensen in covering refugee activities in 
Norway. 

Of' the $50,000 originally received (second $50,000 receivsd 
last week) approximately 100,000 Swedish kronor were used to pur• 
chase J28,CCO Hortregian kroner. This Norwegian currency was pur
chased locally from Norwegian refugeea who had brought th~ currency 
to Sweden and it was stressed that there could be no possible. bene
fit to ens~ frOm these transactions •.. Of this Norwegian currency, 
approximately 50,000 kroner has been sent back to Nonray through 
the underground for relief purposes including the support of fami
lies of persons in concentration camps. The bala~ce.of this cur
rency is still on hand. Group also has approximately 75,000 
Swedish kronor on hand from first transfer. 

It is reported that about 850 Norwegians escaped into Sweden 
during June despite a severe tightening of border patrols so that 
operationa were difficult. During July Norwegian refugees are 
coming into Sweden at the rate of approximately 65 a day and the 
movement has been organized well to overcome recent obstacles. 
Almost 10,000 youths who failed to respond to the Nazi labor mobi
lization are hiding. in the .forests in the vicinity of Oslo. FundS 
supplied ey American lie lief for Norway are e.ssisting ·in. maintain
ing these groups. other expenditures include the. purchase11i 
Swaden of food clothing and shoes·for severe hardship cases in 
Norway. -· 

Tra.nmael and Evensen appear to be extremely _c~naoienti~US :iii"-·' &.. .. + 

handling tM funds and carrying out the program involved. They 
have established an administration committee which includes Edward 
Stenklav of the Stockholm Secretariat of the llorwegi:aD labor Union 
and Irygve Nilsen, former chairman of the Oslo labor Council.· The 
accounts are kept by Hans Heeg, former chief cashier of the Nor
wegian Iron and Metal Union, arid expenditures are audited by lli!orge 
Jacobsen and Karsten or Kildaen, former auditors of the Norwegian -
labor Union. 

JOHNSON 
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true Z'98ding olll:3' by 
special arrangement. .... W) 

Sf!cre"taz7 of state, 
Washington. 
31991 A~t- 19, ll p.m. 

St.ockholm 
DATED: Augus,. 191 1944 
REC 1D: 9:28a.m. 

Second report of Even!en-Tranmael group has. been received 
covering 8.(rt:ivities for July. Principal features summarized be
low and full reports going fol"''nU'd by pouch. 

One. Group assisted in a variety of evacuation operations 
which brought approximately 1,000 Norwegians into Snden during 
the month. · 

Two. OrgSnizations for maintaining 10,000 youths hiding in 
the Norwegian forests now well established, with good channels 
for food 11M clothing supplies, and plans are in readiness for 
their evacuation should it become necessar,r. 

Three. Food packages, clothing,· shoes. and other critical 
supplies are being sent in to f'amilies ·of prisoners., children and 
other groups in great need of assistance. In addition 125,000 
Norwegian kroner have been sent in to needy eases. 

Four. Seconi installment of $50,000 was received during July 
am balance on hand after Julj expeniitures was 232,000 Swedish 
kronor ani 161,000 Norwegian kroner. Third installment of $50,000 
was received in early part of August. 

In general, it is clear that·these Norwegian operations are 
progressing very well and tha.t much is being accomplished. 

Olsen is considering the possibility of transferring .the ves.;.. · 
sels in Baltic operations o'ler to Norwegian operations of a simi;.. 
lar nature at such time as it becomes impossible to continue activ;... 
itias in the ·Baltic. Prospects of success could be extremely good'. 
To· date approrllnatal;y 600 haVe been evacuated from the Baltic coun
tries through our facilities and a few hundred more through the 
assistance of our rescue organizations in those areas: It does 
not seem likely however that these operations can be carried oUt 
much longer in the light o£ the militar.y situation in the Baltic 
at which time the question arises as to the fUrther use of the 
vessels provided they are not lost in the meantime. Your collllllSnta 
would be appreciated. This is our No. 75 for WRB. 

JOHNSON 
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Distribution of true 
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Secretary of State, 
Washington • 
.3864, September 25, 5 p.m. 

For WRB 

Stockholm 
DATED: September 25, 1944 
REC 1D: 7:50p.m. 

Following is third report of Evensen-Tranmael group covering 
rescue and relief' operations in Norway during August, and is· our 
No. 84. 

To balance on hand of 2.32,000 Swedish kronor at end of July 
was added approximately 210,000 kronor equivalent of i50,000 
additionall7 transferred from the United States dur~ August. 
ApprOximately 100,000 kronor were expended for food and clothing 
supplies, which were sent to the Norwegian home front, relativea 
of prisonere, persons working for the refugee transport organiza
tion, and to the students hiding in the forests. As_ of September 
1 there was a balance on hand of 351,000 Swedish kronor. About 
125,000 Norwegian kroner were sent into-Norway. for a variety of 
relief and rescue purposes, and 115,000 Norwegian kroner are still 
on hand. 

Approximately 750 Norwegians escaped to Sweden during August, 
of which about 500 came through facilities financed by American 
labor relief. 

JOHNSON 
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L.'i'G-956 
·nistribation.of true 
reading only by: special 
arrangeaent. ~ W) 

Secretary of State, 
WashingtOn. 
4348, October 25, 8 p.m. 

Stockholin .... 
DATED: October 25, 1944 ·. 
REC'D: 2:20a.m., 26th 

During September received final installment of initial 
amount of $200,000. (Following sUI!lll8rizes Tranmael-E.venaen report 
on Norwegian orrations for September. This is our No. 94 for War 
P.efugee Boa.-d. Expenditwes dwing month were appr~tel:y 
2,000,000 Swedish kronor leaving on hand as or October l approxi
JStel:y 380,000 Swedish kronor end 150,000 Nonregian kroner. About 
600 parcels were sent into Norway through regular license proce
dure. These-included 4000 kg. or food, 560 kg. of clothing and 
200 pairs o:f shoes. Considerable other food and ·clothing was sent . 
in through mnergrcnmd channels. Approval has nO'If been ob~d 
to se:OO to NOl"'l'fay monthly an additional 400 packages. Approxi
mately 60,000 Norwegian kroner were sent in to needy families in 
various districts in Nonray. 

large l:y through equipment, supplies and funds provided· by 
American labor relief, approrllllatel:y·lOOO llorwegians were brought 
to Sweden in September. Olsen is nOT( exploring with them a pro
gram of evacuating refugees by sea routes. In general the llor
wegian situation is now both tense and critical. 

JOHNSON 
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Secretary of State, 
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DOCUMENT 

4620, November 11, 3 p.m~-

Stockholin 
DATED: November 11~ 1944 
-REc•n: 2:32p.m. 

This i.8 our No. 104 i'or War Re:f'ugee Board. 

Tramnael-Evensen report i'or Norwegian operations during 
October contains the i'ollowing f'eatures. An additional transf'er 
of' $50,000 was received during the month, to be added to the 
381,000 Swedish kronor already on hand on O~tober 1st. 

During the month approximate~ 1000 packages were sent mxl.er 
license to Norway, including 7750 kg. of f'ood, 700 kg. of clothing 
and 250 pairs of shoes. Through underground facilities an addi
tional 3500 kg. of clothing, shoes, food, ahd tobacco have beQn 
sent into Norway. 

Refugee transport facilities were supplied with necessary 
equipment, i"ood, clothing, and Norwegian -money, 45,000 Norwegian 
kroner being sent in during the month. Through the escape routes 
equipped and financed h7 American labor relief about 1260 Norwegian 
refugees were brought to Sweden in October~ ,.--

Suitable vessels have now been acquired to expand sea escape 
routes and necessary arrangements with Swedish authorities con
cluded. German control of sea areas has been tightened consider
ably, however, and dii'ficulties may be anticipated. 

As of November 1 about 1.15,000 Swedish kr. and 105,000 
Norwegian kr. were on hand. 

I 
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DOCUMENT 

Distribution of true 
reading only , srcia.l 
arrangement. W) 

Secretary of State 
Washington 

Stockholm 
DATED: December 18, 
REC 1D: 7:46 p.m. 

5167,· December 18, 5 p.m. {Section One of TWo) 

114 for WRB 

Summary of Tranmae1~Evensen report for the month of November 
on Norwegian operations follows: 

Expenditures for the month were approxilnately 292,000 Swedish 
kronor for clothing, footwear, food, licensing or packages and 
refugee transportation, and 133,000 Norwegian kroner. 559 licensed 
packages with about 6,625 kg. of food, 750 kg. of clothes and 250 
pairs of' footwear were sent. Also 22,000 kg. of various foodstuff's 
and a number of other commodities were sent in a different way. 
The Norwegian kronsr were sent for various purposes and to differ-. 
ent districts in Norway. Necessary equipment of clothes, bed
clDthes, f'ood, money, et cetera, have been placed at disposal of.; 
crews on boats as previouSly. · 

J. DECLASSIFIED 
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FROM: 
TO: 
DATED: 
NUMBER: 
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PA.'W'HRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED 

American Legation, Stockholm 
Secretary o£ State, Washington 
December 18, 1944 
5167 (Section Two) -Re£~ees numbering about 800·have arrived over the routes which 

the Committee maintains. l~ney has been placed at the dis~osal o£ 
refugee relief in the northern districts since the situation in the 
northern part -of Norway has becoree so acute. 

Since the Committee has rec9ived no new contributioha during 
November and all available funds have been contracted for, it is 
felt by the Committee that i£ it could be sure o£ a certain amount 
each month activities could be expanded since distress among families 
of prisoners, refugees and those forced to evacuate is on the increase. 
The_ Committee desires to have these views communicated to the Amer
ican Relief for Norway, lnc.,_and they forward at the same time their 
heartiest thanks for the confidence and great economic e1,1pport which 
~s so far been given. 

We are sending by pouch a £ull report regarding this. 

JOHNSON 

DECLASSIFIED 
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Distribution of true 
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DoCUMENT 

463, February 7, 11 a.m. 

Stockholm 
DATED February 7, 
REC 1D lli42 a.m. 

This is our No. 122 for War Refugee Board. 

Evensen and Tranmael report received covering Norwegian opera
tioc.s for December. Approximatsly 325,000 kroner were expeno.ed 
during month. Through legitimate licensing channels 1,350 packages 
were sent into Norway containing 18,000 kg. of foodstuffs, 2,700 kg. 
of clothing and 470 pairs of shoes. Through underground channels an 
additional 10,000 kg. of foodstuffs were sent into Norway and 300 
pairs of shoes. 

Rescue operations are continuing and in the first three weeks . 
of Dscember over 600 refugees were transported to Swecen through 
fac-ilities financed. in part by American labor· relief. There are riow 
six vessels eng~ged in evacuation by sea routes. 

The Norwegian labor group is. now virtually without funds and 
Olsen has loaned them $50,000 of funds held by him for other purposes. 
This will presumably be repaid by $50,000 scheduled to be transferr~d 
to them in February which will again leave them ~tithout funds. Since 
the group is presently engaged in operations wh1ch will require 
$50,000 monthly please advise urgently whether this program can be 
financed or whether it will be necessary to curtail operations.~ · 

JOB,NSON 

.t 
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Distribution or true 
reading only by special 
arrangement. t a if) 

Secretary or State,
Washington. 
781, February 28, 10 p.m. 
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DOCUMENT 

Stockholln 
DATED: February 28, 1945 
REC 1D: .3:02 a~m., !larch lat. 

This is our No. lZ7 ror WRB. Tramns.el-Evensen report for 
January operations in Norway indicates that approximatelY 16o 
packages were sent through regular licensing channels dilring 
month, containing 22,000 kilograms of food, 2200 kilograms of 
clothing aiJd J6o pairs of shoes. Through im::lerground channels 
were delivered an additional 13,000 kilograms of .food, 1,100 
pairs of' shoes, considerable clothing and other articles. It is 
estimated that 1,100 refUgees were brought to Sweden in January 
on the evacuation routes financed in part with funds of American 
labor relief'. 

No .ftuns remained at hand at the end of January and tl1e 
local labor group reported themselves indebted to the extent' of 
50,000 Swedish kronor and 34,000 Norwegian kroner. This latter 
problem has been raised with you separately.: · 

JOHNSON 

D~CLASSIFT.F.n 
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Distribution of true 
reading only by special. 
arrangement. · W) 

Secretary- of state, 
Washington. 
1298, April 7, 2 p.lll. 
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DOCUMENT 

Stockholm 
DATED : April 7, 1945 
REC 1D: 2:45 p.lll;. 

Report has been received from Evensen and Tramnael covering 
their operations in No:nray during February. Through regular 
licensing facilities 675 packages were sent into Norway contain~ 
1ng about 10,000 kg. foodatuf'ra, 2230 kg. of clothing and 350 
pairs of shoes. Approximately 28,000 kg. of foodstuff's were sent 
in through underground facilities, as well as a considerable amount 
of clothing, footwear and other material. Thia ia our 133 for WRB. 
In addition the group sent in through the underground about 2 tons 
of clothing ar~ other supplies for certain Swediah organizations. 
Approxilllately 1100 Norwegians were brought to saf'ety in Sweden 
during February through underground routes financed in part by 
American labor relief. 

Due to lack of .funds operations were· necessarily curtailed 
during this period, 

JOHNSON 

! _., 
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Distribution of true 
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Secretar;r or- State, 
Washington. 
1490, April 21, 5 p.m. 
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DOCUMENT 

Stockholm 
DATED: . Apriil. 21, 1945 
REC'D: 4:45 p.m. 

This is our number 136 for War Refugee ·Board in reply to 
WRB 354 (Department's 694, April 18, 2 p.m.). 

Problem of finance has been discussed with local Norwegian 
labor group. They received last $50,000 installment f':rom the 
United States in March and these fUnds will probably be insuffi
cient to ca..--ry them through April operations. Olsen promised to 
make available to group 75,000 kronor of $98,500 transferred to 
him from WRB confidential funds in Ankara. How8Ver, except for 
such additional funds as Olsen may make available from his special 
funds, local group will lack f'IJilds for !Jay operations and still 
owe Olsen $50,000 previously loaned them. 

Traillll8.el and . Evensen have supplied· repor:t covering March 
operations in Norway, translations of which are· being forwarded 
by pouch. During March 1,135 parcels were sent into Norway through 
licensing channels, containing approximately 15,000 kilograms of 
food, 3,310 kilograms of clothing and 300 pdrs of shoes •. About 
9,000 kilograms of food and clothing were sent in through under
ground channels, as well as other supplies contributed by Swedish 
organizations. During March approxilnately 1,100 Norwegians were 
brought to Slfeden through escape facilities financed in part by 
American labor relier. ·· · 

JOHNSON 

.• 
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AMERICAN LABOR RELIEF 
Val~tan, 21, I, -
Telephone: 10 87 17 

Attache Mr. Iver Olsen, 
American Legation, 
Strandvilgen 7 A, 
Stockholm. 

- 6J6 -

DOCUMENT 

Re : American Relief for NOl'lfay. Chicago -
American I.abor Relief tor Nornay,-:~rwc}cholm. 

Report for April. 1945. 

In ApriL no IlEI'If contribution has been received. Of the most 
important expenditures, we mention: changing of Norwegian kroner: 
about 24,COO.- Sw. kr., clothing: about 12,000.- Sw. kr., lic_ensed 
packages: abOut 13,000.- Sw. kr., transportation expenses 36,000,
Sw. kr. · In this month 137,000.- Noi"\Tegian· krone_r have be_en sent · 
to Norway. 

In the course of the month 663 licensed packages have been 
sent, rlth in all 8,212 kg. foodstuffs, 1,989 kg. clothing and 
670 pairs of shoes • 

In other ways 2,331 kg. of foodstuffs have been sent, plus 
clothing, footwear and other commodities as shown in the enclosed 
list. 

Along the routes financed by .the Committee, we are reported 
that 1,246 refugees have arrived. · 

(Signed) __ _ 
LABS EVENSEN 

Iars Evensen. 

Enclosure ~t~ - Ed~ 

I 
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AMERICAN LABOR RELIEF 
Valli.'lgatan 21:, I 
Telephone: 10.87.17 

Attache Mr. Iver Olsen, 
American Legation, 
Strandvllgen 7 A, 
Stockbo~. 
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Re: American Relief for Norway. Chicago -
American Iabor Relief for Nornav. Stockholm. 

Report for May, 1945. 

.\ 

In·May we have received Sw. kr. 80,000.- from the War Ref'ugee 
Board. Of expenditures we mention particularly the purchase of 
clothing: kr. 6,700.-, foodstuffs: about kr. 5,000.-, )lacks.ges: 
kr. 9,6oo.-, refugee transports well over kr. ]4,000.-•. T~ lat
ter item chiefly refers to the final liquidation of the transports 
which were· in process at the time when the peace broke out~ The 
refugee relief' this month amounted to kr. 32,000.-, the most part 
having been used for e~-a relief to political prisoners who were 
repatriated via Sweden. .i 

In the course of the month we have sent 640 llcensed~:Packages, 
containing in all 7,520 kg. of foodstuffs, 410 kg. of clothing and 
125 pairs of shoes. 

In other ways we have sent 7,530 kg, of various foodstuffs, 
·plus clothing and other commodities, which are referred' to in the 
attached list, 

(Signed) 

LAilS EVENSEN 

2 enclosures, ,LOmitted - Ed..J 
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Stockholm 
Distribution of true 
reading only by special 
arrangement. --w) 

DATED: May 29, 1945 
REC 1D: 7:21p.m. 

Secretar,r of Stat., 
Washington. 
1953, May 29, 6 p.m. 

FOR WAR .REFUGEE BOARD 

In response to WRB 368 (Dept's 949, May 23, ll a.m.) 

Have discussed f'ully with local group representing American 
labor relief f'or Norway their ideas as to future relief' program. 
Local group is extremely anxious to continue Nonregian relief 
activities and are firmly convinced of necessity of continuing 
operations from Sweden in view of advantageous supply factor as 
well as prompt delivery facilities •. They have advanced a five
point program covering relief and general assistance to the 
following groups of the more severely distressed category. 

(A) • 

(B). 
(C). 

(D) • 
(E). 

Norwegians returning from concentration camps in 
Ge~. · 
Prisoners released from Grini. 
Prisoners released from other concentration camps 
in Norway. 
Special relief program for residents of Finmark. 
Support of widows and children of above groups of, 
prisoners. 

The group has advanced a minimum program which: will require 
approximately 100,000 kronor monthly to finance. This will sup.o. 
ply appro:rllnately 30,000 KG. of essential foods ll!Onthly as well 
as medicines and clothing. A;tl necessary arrangenients haye been 
made both as to procurement of supplies and as :to shipmeritf · 

Local group has been advised o:f contribution of $50,000 by · 
War Refugee Board for relief operations in Norway (WRB 370~ Dept's 
973, May 25, 5 p.m.) and it wishes to express its deepest· -
appreciation for this generous support• 

JOH~ON 

DECLASSIF1ED 
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DATED: 
NUlJBER: 
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DOCUMENT 

PA.lill'HRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED 

JUnerican Legation, Stockholm 
Secretary of State, Washington 
May ~9, 1944 
177'2- -Following message for war Refugee Board is our No. lS. 

Last nigllt a lengthy discussion was held bl Olsen w.l.. th Class 
westring, swedish Consulate General in OSlo who is returning today to 
OSlo. He has been actively concerned \'lith Swedish relief activities 
in Norway ard t!o..e evacuation to sweden of several Jews in concentra
tion camps in Norway have been personally arranged by him. He states 
that at the present time the lack of local funds in the right hands to 
carry out t.'le operations is the main obstacle to effective relief 
activities within Nanvay as well as further evacuations to Sweden. As 
outstandingly distressed groups, he mentioned the families of those in 
Norwegian concentration camps, the families of NorWegians deported to 
Germany and the families of clergymen, members of- the SUpreme Court, 
a.rxl. intellectuals who are interned as a result of cOI!lprO!!iising them
selves politically. The families of many of these people are complete
ly without funds for living. 

In emphasizing to Westring the. anxiety of the United states 
regarding this matter and the steps we are preparing to take, Westring 
said he was 'Willing to act as intermediary in getting funds both for 
evacuation operations an:l for relief activities into the hands of 
appropriate Norwegians. Plana were worked out urxl.er which any funds 
obtained from America. 110uld be turned over to an appropriate PEirson. · _ · 
in the Swedish FOreign Office who would make available to Westring the 
Norwegian equivalent. Also plaiJ.s were made whereby there wcnlld be 
channeled through another appropriate official in the Foreign Office 
communications to and from westring. 

It is strongly urged that the War Refugee Board find Support for. 
this program to the amount of $10,000 per month as the foregoing seems. 
to be an unusual opportunity for carrying on certain essential opera-· .. · 
tiorts through responsible and skillful channels. 

JOHNSON 

_, 



Secretary of State 
Washington. 
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DOCUMENT 

454.8, November 7, noon. 

Stockholm 
DATED: November 7, 
REC 1Ii: 2:20p.m. 

Reply to yO\U" inqull'y 1tas deferred un.til most recent informa
tion could be o'btained from Swedish Consul General in Oslo, who haa 

· nO'II' been in Stockholm for a few days. This is our No. 102 for War' 
Refugee Board in reply to WRB ~ (Department's 2128 of October 2.3, 
9 p.m.) 

To date 90,000 Swedish kronor have been deposited at Foreign 
Office for account of Consul General Westring, against which depos
it he Ulles equivalent in Norwegian kroner obtained as consular fees. 
Westring is working closely with Central Relief CoNmittee of Luther
an Church in Oslo, and supplies this group the necessary f'unls to 
bring urgent relief to a carefully selected list of most needy cases. 
These cases in almost all instances comprise families • of men who 
have either been deported, imprisoned or shot by the Germans, and 
include perhaps a dozen severely stranded Jewish families. This 
typs of relief is totally illegal in Norway, subject to punishment 
by imprisonment, and it is extremely important that the whole J!lt\t~ 

· ter is kept strictly conf'idential, particUlarly- as to Swedish coop
eration and assistance. Westring informs that this work ia accom
plishing an enormous amount of good, that conditions in Nonrey for 
such families are- becorning increasingly difficult, that. considerably 
more could be done along the same lines if' funds were available. 

Have supplied 25,000 Swedish kronor to certain officials of 
the No:nregian legation here responsible for home front activities. 
This lms for the purpoa& · of supplying necessary medicine, clothing 
al'Jd food to the home front groups as well as the Nol"'fegian stUdents 
hiding in the foresta. This program also is moving fo:rwaid and is 
connected with other operations concerning facilities established 
to rescue these student groups when and if necessary. 

Third program with which American Relief f'or Norway f'unds are 
being employed has bsen -.rorked out with pastors of Norwegian mt~er
e.n Church in Sweden. Amount of' 25,000 Swedish kronor. has been made 
available to them to permit more or less penniless Norwegian refu
gees here to send food parcels back to relatives in Norway particu
larly for Christll)&s. Same group being supplied with 50,000 Norwe• 
gian kroner which they will send in by underground to needy cases 
in the more isolated Norwegian parishes. We believe this tO be. an 
excellent project. · 

. . 

American Relief' for Nonray may be interested in krlowing that 
one of its f'oundere and former member of its board of' directors, 
~igurd Arneson, presently assistant Military Attache·:to this" 

I 
I· 

I 

I 
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Legg.tion, has been consulted i'ully regarding the dispOsition ot 
these fllnds and not only .feels that a:_ tremendoUs- geed is being 
done but considers that the .'need is greater- than ever be.fore. -

JOHNSON 
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DCG-1142 
Distribution of true 
reading only by special 
arrangement. ._ W) 

Secretary of State, 
Washington. 
891, March 7, 7 p.m. 

Stockholm 
. DATED : March 7, 1945 

REc 1D: 8:26p.m. 

THIS IS OUR 130 FOR WAR REFUGEE BOARD 

One of Sweden 1 s leading newspapers, DAGENS NYHETER, of March 
6, contains a front page interview with a Hungarian Jew who rece~nt
ly escaped to Sweden. He pays tremendous tribute to Swedish relief' 
and rescue activities for Hungarian· Jcms, particularly that of 
Raoul Wallenberg, am states "Budapest Jews were saved ey the 
Swedes." 

The article describes one instance in which an hour's urgent 
conference by Wallenberg with Szalasy personally caused the latter 
to reinstate the validity of Swedish protective passports. It men

. tiona that Wallenberg quartered 5000 Jews in so-called Swedish 
houses w.d one evening, when an armed patrol entered this area to 
remove some of the inhabitants to labor camps, Wallenberg met the 
patrol and, after advising it that it was trespassing on Swedish 
territory, informed the group that it could not trespass further 
without first shooting him, adding "none leaves this place as long 
as I 11 ve. n later the same evening Wallenberg was advised that ll 
persons with Swedish passports had been arrested by the Gestapo 
arrl had been loaded on a labor train destined for Vienna. It 
states that Wallenberg raced to the railway station but the trafu 
had departed. Wallenberg then chased the. train until it stopped 
at station just short of the Gel'l!llln border and he managed to re~ 
move these 11 persons from the train. · 

The article pays remarkable tribute to Wallenberg's courage 
and day and night effort to help the Jews, despite the fact·that 
there was a constant object of personal attack and anonymous 
threats of bodily harm. The article will be fo:nrarded in the 
next pouch. 

JOHNSON 

DECLASSD?IED 
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DOCUMENT 

Secretary~ State, 
Washington. 
1447, ~prll 19, .1 p.m. 

For Department and WRB. 

Stockholm 
DATED: Aj:a-11 19, 1945 
REC 1D: 10:17 a.m. 

Approximately 5,000 Danish and Nont'egian Jews arrived in 
Malmo yesterday from Germany and are being. sent to an especial.:cy 
arranged Slt'edish internment camp. So far as is known this group 
comprises virtually all Danish and Norwegian Jewa in German con• 
centration camps and their release is a consequence of certain 
special negotiations conducted by Count Bernadette during the 
past several weeks. 

The Swedish Foreign Office is endeavoring to secure the 
release of Norwegian Jews in Grini, under the same guarantees of 
special internment in Sweden. 

JOHnSON 



Secretary of state, 
washington.-
16J5, May 2, 4 p.m. 
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DOCUMENT 

Stockholm 
DATED L!ay2;·1945 
REC 1D 4;24 p.m. 

our 1476 of April 20, 6 p.m~ made reference to 500 Danish-Jews 
instead of 5,000 as stated in Department's 774,. April 27, 3 p.m. 
Inforl'!ed local sources illdicated that 425 have actually arrived here 
to date and that this group comprises the living remainder of 
approximately 525 originally deported from Denmark, the balance 
having died in concentration camps. 

JOHNSON 
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Secretary of State, 
washington. 
1669, May 3, 9 p.m.-
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DOCUMENT 

For Department and l'IR.B. 

stockhobi-
DATEDt May 3~ -1945 
llEC 1D: 9:42 p.m. 

Supplementing our 1547, April 25, 8 p.m., we are informed that 
approximately J,OOO wbmen have now arrived in SWeden from th~ concen
tration camp at Ra:vensbrueck,- of which number about·l,200 are Jewesses~ 
'i\'"e are also informed that approximately 3,000 additional women from 
Ravensbrueck have reached Denmark and are expected in. sweden by this 
week end. 

Approximately fifty Norwegian Jews from a concentration camp in 
-Norway arri vad today. 

.JOHNSON 
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Time: 6:40 p.m. 

Amembassy 
London 
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DOCUMENT 

AIR GRAM 

January 3> 1944 

With reference assistance to refugees on Island of Rab your 7682 
November 4 following is quoted from letter received from Joint Chiefs 
of Staff dated December 15, 1943 quote: 

The Commandin·g General, North African Theater of q>erations, hail 
been consulted with regard to this matter and, pursuant to his 
recommendation, it has been determined- that the milit.ary situation 
does not permit the military authorities to render any direct assis~ 
tance to these refugees at this time. 

The Theater Commander has reported that supplies and facilities 
for displaced persons in Italy are already overstrained, and that 
deQands for these items should, if possible, be reduced. Aside from 
the fact that operational needs do not permit the rendition of 
assistance to these refugees, it is considered tr~t to t~e such 
action might createa precedent which would lead to other demands 
and an influx of additional refugees for the care of whom the military 
authorities would be unable to provide facilities and supplies. Al
though recommending that no direct assistance or funds be provided, 
the T~eater Commander states that he will continue, as in the past·, 
to care for any refugees who should be able to reach Italy as a 
result of their own efforts. 

Our latest infor;aation is that the refugees on the Island of .· 
Rab, together with those at Otocac in Northwest Croatia, ·total ap
proximately 1,500, and that the majority of these refugees are Jews· 
unquote. 

Since receipt of letter in reference Department has official 
information Germans now hold Rab. 

Please transmit such portions of the above commun:j.c!itiori as· you: 
may deen appropriate to the Directorate of the Intergovernmental 
Committee and if tl:te present information of the Committee suggests 
means of aiding these refugees Department should be informed. 

l!ULL 
(GHB) 

DECLASSIFIED 
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DOCUMENT 

M:EMORANDDM FOR SECF.ETARY OF WAR STIMSON 

FEB~ 1. 1944 

Re: Making Funds Available to Refugees on Island of Rab. 

I wish to preface ~ discussion by saying that in December the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff were ap:proached at the instance of the Inter.;. 
governmental Committee on Refugees with a comprehensive project to 
rescue refugees from the Island of Rab. This plan would have necessi
t~ted direct assistance upon the part of the militar.y authoritie~ in
volving questions of transport, etc. On this basis the Commanding 
General in the North African Theater of Operations decided that the 
military ·situation did not permit the operation contemplated. However, 
since the proposal which I am abeut to make is entirely different and 
much simpler than that rejected by the Commanding General, and in view 
of our Government's policy with respect to refugees announced at the 
time of the establishment of the War Refugee Board, I recommend the 
follewing for your urgent co~sideration. 

Information we have received indicates that -there are presently_ 
some 1500 refugees, mostly Jewish, on the Island of Rabin-the Adriatic 
off the Dalmatian coast. They apparently were taken there some time 
ago by Yugoslav Partisans after being freed from internment. The Island 
has changed hands several times. but it is understood to be again in 
the possession of the Partisans. 

It is believed that many of such refugees might be able to h~~ 
boats to bring them to Italy if they had the necessary funds. S~mttar 
escapes apparently have been arranged by Yu~osiav refugees now. ln. _Italy~ 
Funds are available to the War Refugee Board, and probably-als·o~~-ro:m---~------~t---~~----~~ 
private organizations for this purpose and, if possible. shoUld be sent 
to these ref~ees as soon as possible. 

As a method of accomplishing the foregoing, I suggest the follow
ing possibility. If means of coamunication exist between our armed ·· 
forces and the Yugoslav Partisan leaders, it is suggested that you or 
the Theater Commander transmit a message to the latter requesting_~ 

(a) that the Partisans furnish local currency to· 
refugees on the Island of Rab so ·that the latter may by their 
own efforts ar-ange escape to Italy, it being understood· that 
such expenditures will be reimbursed in United States dollars. 
or in such other money as the Partisans re~uest; 

(b) that the Partisans, in the event they cannot 
furnish necessary local currency. nid the refugees in arranging 
escape by guaranteeing to the boat owners and other persons 
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assisting in the escape that paYJDent will be made to them by 
the Amari can mili tacy authorities upon arrival of ·the refugees 
in Italy; 

(c) that the Partisans keep the appropriate American 
milita!'j' authorities advised of their operations i.n this field~ 

It will, of course, be necessal'Y' for the Theater Commander to· ; 
make arrangements for payments in 1 t.~ly in certain cases to persons · 
brirging refugees there from the Island of Rab, and possibly for cer
tain other financial transactions. It is also essential that the 
Theater. Colllllailder continue his policy of caring for any refugees who 
may be able to reach Italy as the result of their own efforts. Such 
other assistance as he may be able to give will, naturally, be extreme
ly valuable. It may be made perfectly clear that the War Refugee Board. 
assumes full financial responsibility for this oppration and will re-tm-
burlle · _ all outlays. · 

If you think that the procedure indicated is feasible, I am sure 
that you will agree that it should be executed as promptly as possible 

· in view of the uncertainty of the continued possession of the Island· 
of Rab by the Partisans. 

This has been cleared with Mr. Stettinius who is in agreement. 

( Sigi!.ed) 
H. MORGENTHAU, JR. 

(Carried by Secret Service Agent) 
2-2-44 
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DOCUMENT 

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGR.A..\1 RECEIVED 

American Mission, Algiers 
Secretary of State, Washington 
MaT 3, 1944 
1450 

From Ackermann for attention of WRB. 

No. ,17. 

In connection with the rescue of Hungarian refugees, MacVeagh in 
Csiro reports teat infor~tion has been received from the British. 
Embassy indicating that Marshal Tito has promised support. Tito 
will assist them to join his forces or to be evacuated when possible. 

The help that Tito can furnish partly depends upon the_assistance 
given him is my opinion. 

In order to get more information o'n shipping and related problems 
1 will leave for Italy on the advice of Kallech as soon as arrange
ments are completed. While there will also follow up Tito proposal. 

Since reception facilities in Italy are again becoming overtax-
ed the Army here is issuing a directive prohibiting temporarily the i 
transport by Allied vessels of Yugoslav refugees. The.directive will j 
slow up the refugee flow, but 1 t will not be. stopped. Arrangement of ~ 

depend on whether the AriDY re!!trict1on will be relaxed. An immediate.~.~~~~ _ --additional evacuation areas in France or British North:Africa will .. -·. ~--·.,.· .. ··•··••· 
effort will be made toarrange such additional areas. -

CHAPIN .1 
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I 
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American Embassy, London 
Secretary of State, Washington 
June 28~ 1944 
5104 

we have just received from the Foreign Office a memorandum With 
respect to the wish of the War Refugee Board and the Department to 
remove refugees escaped from enemy territory to southern Italy, as set 
forth in Department 'a cable of June J, No. 4413. The memorandum goes 
into detail with respect to the points which Randall, head of the Refu
gee Department of the Foreign Office, mentioned as reported in Embassy's 
cable of June 7, No. 4557. There follows the substance of the memo-
randum: · 

1. The anxiety of the President and the State Department fo:r the 
S!=Eiedy removal from southern Italy of refugees who have escaped from 
enemy territory is shared by the British Government. It is stated -
by the Foreign Office that it was aware of the large number of refu
gees arriving from Yugoslavia in Italy and that it agrees· emphatically· 
with the 'liew that in no way should the escape of refugees from the 

Ball<.ans to Italy be discouraged. Uarshal Tito has promised cooperation 
and such measures as are possible to alleviate the plight of Jews in 
Hungary have been taken by the British authorities. 

2. The British military authorities in the Uiudle East were pre
pared and willing to acc=odate 40,000 yUgoslav reTugees in Egypt but 
since UNRRA has not been able as yet to secure the necessary medical.. · · o. 

staff the military authorities doubt that they can ai:cOlDil1odate more. 
than the 25,000 who have arrived in Egypt already. . 

Therefore, the Forei~n Office has requested the European hea9-
quarters of UNRRA to expedite provision of a medical staff~ 

3. Every effort to carry out plans already completed to mdVEi as 
many JErllish refugees as possible from the Balkans is being made by tlie ~ •.. 
British authorities. Af; soon as the Rumanian Hed cross, the SWiss· 
authorities in Rumania, and the International Red Cross in conjunction 
llith the JeWish agency for ,Palestine can make the necessary arrange-
ments, a British ship can be ready at 30 days notice to. proceed to 
Co~9tanza for the evacuation of Jewish refugees. However, it seems that. 
in all probability the German Government will not grant the necessary 
safe conduct in this case any more than in that of the SS TARI for· 
which the American Einbassy to Turkey had negotiated. However, we l'lill 
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actively pursue the matter. 

4. The establish:ment of a refugee camp in Tripolitania has been 
agreed to by the British Government and it is examining the proposal. 
that Sicily should become a destination for refugees. 

5. Tt is agreed to by the Foreign Office that camp Iyautey at ' 
Fed~~ should not be opened to refugees from Italy as it must be kept 
available fnr those refugees coming from Spain. 

6. Concerning the proposal. that HI.{ Government should grant Pal.
estine immigration certificates to Jewish refugees in liberated Italy, 
the British while they do not doubt the desirability of moving them 
far operational reasons, nevertheless feel that since they are in an 
area where they are safe from enemy persecution, they should give pre
ference for rescue under the limited quotas allotted for immigration 
into Palestine to those Jews who are still in danger of their lives 
an:i can be got to safety out of enemy controlled territory. 

Tr~ Foreign Office concludes by saying that this means that while 
considerable numbers of-Yugoslav refugees from Italy have already:been 
received in Palestine, in order that Palestine may·be kept. available 
for Je~s escaping.in increasing numbers through Turkey from places of 
danger, the alternative places of refuge should be used to the greatest 
extent. 

WINANT 

. . . 
---~----·-···--·~-.-~--~~~~---------~--

---· 
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Secretary of state 1 Washington 
American Embassy, London 

· JUne J, 1944 
4413 

Facilities in southern Itaiy for caring for refugees- who have 
escaped from enemy territory are becondng so over-crmroed that it is 
essentia1.to remove refugees rapidly to other areas. It is particu
larly important that this be done Without ·delay ao that the ·now of 
refugees into southern !tali is not in ariy way discouraged or impeded. 
The following cable which has been sent to ·Robert Murphy in· Algiers · 
indicated more fully the nature of this problem and its importance: 

. . 

"OUr information indicates that ·reftigees have been arriving from 
Yugoslavia to. Italy at the average rate. of over 1800 per week arid 
t}lat this flm'f is expected to contiime and may well' increase. It a1so. 
appears that unless these refugees can be removed rapidly to other 
areas,-the military authorities are·fearful.that·the facilities in 
southern Italy for refugees may become seriously o~er-taxed. 

"The whole matter has been discussed with the President who has 
nade it clear that under no circumstances should the escape of refugees 
to Italy from the Balkan countries be discouraged. The flC7ir of refu
gees f~cm Yugoslavia to Italy is important not orily from the standpoint 
of saving the lives of Yugoslavs but also in urder that as many refu
gees as possible from other Balkan countries may be able to escape 
through Yugoslavia. In this connection, Cable No. Yugos 102 from· . 
Cairo, dated April 29, indicates that support in rescuing Hungarian 
Jews has been promised by Tito. In view. of the plight of JeWS tOday . 

. in Hungary, it is essential that we do what we can to facilitate thei,r 
escape. 

"We recognize that the crux of this matter is finding suit~ble 
places to which these refugees can be· removed. In this connection, 
the following should be borne in mind. 

(1) As many ~s possible of these·refugees should he 
moYed to camps in the Middle East. UNRRA is .making 
every effort to supply sufficient medical and other 
personnel. 

(2) In so far as Jewish refugees are concerned, _pre~ent 
plans to move as many as possible to Palestine should be 
carried out without delay. In this connection it. should 

; 1mctAssrmn 
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be borne in mind that· in the case of TUrkey, the British 
have adopted the policy that all ~eWS· escaping into.Turkey 
from the :Balkan· coilntries will be permitted to- go to · 
Palestine. These refugees are then plaCed in camps in· 
Palestine where they are checked for. security purposes. 

(3) For some time we have been pressing the British 
to establish with our cooperation haveris of refuge for· 
these people in Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, but without 
any results to date. 

(4) The President suggested the possibility that some 
of these refugees might be taken to Sicily. This should 
be carefully explored together with the possibility o! a 
substantial. expansion of facilities on the· ItaJ.ian main
land. 

(5) While we do not consider it desirable to bring 
refugees from Italy to Camp.tyautey at Fedhala since all 
of the accommodations of that camp must be kept available 
for refugees from Spain,· the possibility of establishing · 
other camps in French North Africa for refugees from Italy 
should, of course, be borne in mind. · · 

"Bear-'...ng in mind that the flow· of refugees into Italy from the 
Balkan countries must not be interfered with, you are requested to 
submit as soon as possible your views and recommendations as to all 
possible havens of refuge in which these people might be temporarily · 
placed. 

Please convey the contents of this cable to representatives _of 
UNRP..A and Ackermann of the War Refugee Board, as well as the appr~ 
priate military authorities. You should discuss this whole matter 
with them and cooperate with them in solving this most urgent probl,em~ll 

According to the beat information available there are in southern · 
Italy several thousand Jewish refugees. The prompt removal of these · 
refugees to Falestiile would constitute an important step .in helping to 
solve the problem indicated. Accordingly, the Department and the War 
Refugee Board would like to know at the earliest possible moment · 
whether the British Government will grant Palestine certificates to 
these Jewish refUgees 'and will facilitate their prompt removal to 
Palestine. 

In taking up this matter w1 th the British Government you should 
bear in mind the following• · 

Since the. closing of the Bulgarian-Turkish frontier in May l943, 
the British Government has been follorlng the policy of authori.zing, 
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after a: p~lim:i.nary sec uri cy. check in Turkey~ the omrard transport. to 
Palestine of all Jews- who. succeed in escaping-to. Turkey'from enemy - . 
territocy. Once til Palestine the· Brlt:ish place these people in· camps 
wrere another secutity check-is made~-- and if found· satisfactory, they 
are grad.ualli released as· legal ilin:idgrants to Palestine agaiiist the 
current halt-Yearly irimd.gi'atiozi quota. It is' apparent that ·the appli
cation of a similar policy in the case of Jews now in southern Italy 
would make possible the. prompt removal of such refUgees to Palestine. 

Please advise us urgently of the attitude ef the British Government 
in th.is matter. 

This message has been repeated to Murphy, Chapin and :.Acke;rmann til 
Algiers. 

STETTINIUS 
(Acting) 

I 
I 

I 
f 
i 
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Secretary of State, Washington 
American Embassy; London 
June 12, 1944 
4641 

1 

At his press conference on June 9 the Prestdent announced that 
the historic Army camp, Fort Ontario, at Oswego, new York, has been 
set aside as an Emergency Refugee Shelter. A group of 1,000 refugees 
are being brought immediately from Italy to this country outside of 
the regular inu:ligration procedure, and wilF'be placed in the Emergency 
Refugee Shelter where they will remain for the duration of the war. 

The President released the text o:( a cable which he had sent to 
Ambassador Robert Uurphy •n Algiers on June 8. · The text of this 
cable is as follows: 

(Insert text of attached cable) 

The President also revealed that while the War Refug~e Board is 
charged with the overall responsibility for this project, the Arlilj' 
shall take the necessar~' sec,Jiity precautions so that these refugees 
will remain in the camp and the actual administration of the camp ia 
to be in the hands of the War ~locr<tion Authority. 

For your information, the War Refugee Board regards the action 
which has been taken '>Jy the President as a great step forward in the 
effo:r:ts of this Government to rescue victims of enemyoppressioh iii 
imminent danger of death and to aff!Jrd such victims-all possible. 
relief and assistance. 

The significance of tnis step can only oe properly appraised 
against the background of the numerous vigorous measures taken. by . 
the President and the 1'/ar Refugee Board since January :in an inten•:iive' 
effort to rescue intended victims of Hi tlar 1 a brutality. The further.· 
action now to.ken by the President in bringing refugees more than ·-
4,000 miles to this country to a place of safety should ngain:clear:ty~, 
demonstrate t9 the world that our efforts to save refuge"s'constitute 
a real and most important Government policy. 

With today 1 s announcement we should be in a stronger position to 
urge Allied and neutral countries to expand their existing refugee 
facilities. This Government is confident that an intensified joint 
effort of all Allied and neutral countries can save many additional 
h'.unan lives. 

DEr:r,, ·:i'::'TT,'TTi'D .j· 
-_ ~... .. 1 •· · ·· _:li_'' .Lt_, 
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To the extent that the President's move becomes kn:own: in the 
occupied countries, it should have an important psychOlogical effect 
in convincing the Nazis and their minions throughout Ew:-ope that this 
country means business when it says that the fate of persecuted peoples 
is one of our deep concerns. 

There is already evidence that the efforts Df this Government in 
the refugee field have brought new hope to the oppressed peoplea of 
Europe. The President's action yesterday should serve as a further 
concrete manrfeatation to all oppressed peoples of the sincerity and 
effectiveness of this Government's humanitarian policy. . 

With the above in mind, please take the following action as expedi
~iously as possible: 

(l) Bring to the attention of the :British Government the action 
which has been taken by the President, emphasizing the significance 
of this action in the refugee field. In exploring with the British 
Government the question of expanding existing refugee facilities in 
the l-led1 terranean area ancL finding new havens of refuge for these 
people in that area (your 4557 of June 7), you should make clear 
that this Government is determined to find-havens of refuge for' all 
persecuted peoples who can escape from German controlled-territory. 
In addition to the posaibili ties mentioned in our No. 4.413 of June 3, 
the President has also suggested the possibility of taking refugees 
to G~~~~s. As the President indicatP.d in his cable of June 9 to 
Ambassador Murphy, it is most important that efforts to take--re:t'ligees 
from Italy to areas close bi be intensified. 

(2) To the extent possible, consistent with the milita~y_siJUa
tion, every effort shoul.d be made to give publicity to the-President's 
action and its significance, particularly in the neutral qountriea and 
enemy territory, 

HULL 

--~-- -------- -----· -' ----- -· ____;.._:_ 
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For Norweb from the War Refugee Board. 

1944 

On June 9 the Presment annc\lllced to the press that. the 
army camp Fort Ontario Oswego New York has been set aside as 
an emergency refugee shelter to house one thousand refugees 
who. are being brought to this country immediately from Italy 
outside the regular il!Imigratian procedure. Refugees will 
remain ih;the camp for the duration of the war. The text of 
the cable despatched to Ambassador Robert Murphy in Algiers 
on June 8 was released to the press by the President and 
appeared in the radio bulletin of June 9. The War Refugee 
Board is charged by the President with overall responsibility 
for this project •. The army has been directed to take the 
necessary security precautions to insure that the refugees 
remain in the camp during the war. The War Reiocation Authority 

-is to be responsible.for the actual administration of the camp. 
The Board regards the action takenby the President as a gr-eat 
step forward in the efforts of this novernment to rescue 
refugees in imminent danger of death and tO afford all possible 
relief and assistance to such victims. This atep can only be 
properly appraised against the background of the many vigorous 
measures taken by the President and th:t Board in the intensive 
effort to rescue the victims of Hitler's exte:i:"mination policies. 
The action taken by the President in bringing refugees. from 
Italy to a place of safety in this country should ·again 
demonstrate clearly to the world that it is ~m important policy 
of this Government to rescue as many refugees as possible. · , 
Folltming this announcement this Government should be in a· 
stronger position to urge Allied and neutral countries to expand 
their-etr~·on:,behali';oj,' refugees;:,ilit is the confident hope 
of this Government tl'>.at through the joint efforts of Allied al1d · 
neutral countries many additional lives can be saved. ·Hopefully, 
the President's action will become knmm in the occupied areas,
and should have an important psychological effect in convincing 
the Nazis and their subordinates throughout Europe that this 
Government is serious in its deep concern for the fate or'~-· 
persecuted peoples. Evidence is already at hand that the 

---&..,...- -· 

efforts of this Government in the refugee field have brought 
new hope to the persecuted people in the occupied· areas and 
the President 1 s action should serve as a further manifestation 
of the effectiveness and security /Bincerity7 of the humani-
tarian policy of this Government. - -

1. 
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Tbe President has also directed, in addition to the action 
indicated above, that a survey be made immediately of the 
possibility of enlarging existent refugee .facilities in the 
Mediterranean .Area and finding new havens of refuge in that 
area for these people. Movements to increase the quota of the 
refugee camps in the Middle East fran 25,000 to 40,000 are being 
made. The opening of a camp in Tripolitania which would · 
accommodate about 1,500 persons has been agr~ed to by the 
British Government. We arei canvassing the possibility of tald.ng · 
refugees to Cyprus together with possibility that some southern 
Italy refugees may be cared for in Sicily, pursuant to the 
President's suggestion. We are also exploring other possibilities. 
The above represents an effort of this Goverrnnent, in cooperation 
1d th the British Government, to find places of refuge in which 
shelter may be found by all persons escaping from Italy~ 

You are requested, keeping the above in mind, to act as 
expeditiously as possible in the folloWing manner. The fore
going should be brought to the attention of the government to 
which you are accredited, the significance of the action in 
the refugee field being emphasized. The determination of this~ 
Government to find havens of refuge for all.persecuted peoples 
:who can escape from German-controlled areas should be made 
clear to the government to which you are accredited. Please 
explore carefully therefore with such government all possible 
means by which further aid in the rescue and relief of victims 
of enemy persecution can be given by it. Consistent with tl» 
mihtary situation every effort should be made to give publicity 
in the neutral countries and in enemy territories to the 
President's action and its significance. 

The results of the action which you take pursuari:l;_ tO th:i.e .. 
telegram should be reported immediately. 

HULL 
(GLW) 
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Secretary of State, 
Washington. 
106, August 11, 2 p.m. 

Caserta 
DATED: 
EEC'D: 

For War Refugee Board from Ackermann No. 105. 

125 

August 11, 1944 
8:15p.m.! 12th 

Just returned from Bari where 9urvey made tlungurian YUgoslav 
situation3. Discussions-with British American Partisans indicate 
responsibilities from tiungary not (repeat not) favorable presently 
because Yugo-Hungarian border too well guarded. .£ am informed 
Partisans. now control isolated region their side Drava River where 
tlungarians are safe if they reach there by own efforts. A handful 
have reached safety in 1ast few months. Allied and Partisan forces 
in this area not even sufficient for intelligence purposes but sit
uation expected to improve. 

Yugoslav situation improving. In July over 2,500 refugees evac
uated, 900 ~eing orp£an children, by air from interior balance old 
men, women, children by boat from coast. Ho\t~ever, there is great 
imnediate need for supplies to be brought into liberated areas to 
prevent several million people from starving or freezing to death. 
Approximately four million are homeless. Tents would aid tremen
dously aut require plane transport. Many without proper clothing. 
Some small boats available from time to time to· bring clothing to 
Vis for distribution from there by young men ,.,ho evade .Eozeer guarQ,s 
regularly. Latter statement by Partisans confirmed by Allied autho~ 
tiel!. Food and medicine also urgent, particularly dry or condensed 

milk for nursing mothers and children. Much difficulty envisaged 
to get transport these eupglies but believe there will be .space 
occasionally for small amounts. Again ure;e that stockpilebe created 
eo that if transport available or Germans pull out this aid could be 
carried iminediately. Will diseuse with Murphy, Army and UNRBA repre
sentative next few days but urge you do all possible your end. Proper 
agency for procurement supplies appears AML now Cairo ·but th:l.s·may 
change rapidly. Will advise. Report also comes by pouch. 

MURPHY 
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BJB.-977 
Distribution of true 
reading only by special 
arrangement. - W) 

Secretary of State, 
Washington. 
653, October 6, 5 p.m. 

Ackermann's 113. 

Caserta 
DATED: October 6, 1944 
REC'D: 9:11 p.m. 

Following is stim~y of situation evacuation refugees from 
Yugoslavia referred to in WRB 50, On September lB only 29 evacuated 
and none since then. Delay due in part to bad flying weather but 
may also be caused by political situation which has reduced number 
of planes substantially. Board may wish to discuss latter-- factor with 
State Department. When and if plane traffic commences again it is 
planned to resume evacuations but it is expected this will take sev
eral months since wounded.and airmen have priority. Balance of ap~ 
proximately 650 refugees are in neighborhood of Topusko where I Bill 

informed they are relatively safe from Ger;n?.ns unless retreat should 
go through this sectio~. In such case danger will" increase substant
ially since til-is group 'llith many old persons and child.ren "is difficult 
to move rapidly. Representative of British Military l.U.ssion which 
has handled preliminaries on this matter stated he ',muld recommend 
allocation of additional planes as-urgent hu.manitarian meaau.re if 
retreat goes in this direction. He believes, however, that temporary 
relief he is trying to arrange will suffice meanwhile. I suggest you 
folluw situation clo9ely and if you learn that th:i.s area ia ao_out to 
become path of German retreat _you recolllDend. to appropriate authoritie-s
your end allocation of additional planes to back up our recommend.a"'
tions here. Approximately 20 transport planes can do joo in one 
trip. 

KIRK 

DECLASSIFIED 
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.bOCUMm-

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM RECEIVED 

American Delegation, Rome 
Secretary of State, Washington 
September 8,. 1944 
317 

See my 302, September 4, 5 p.m. and Department's 114, dated 
August 30, 7 p.m. 

The following information was obtained from a note dated the 
eighth of September from the Holy See: The Pope 1 s approach through 
Vatican channels to the Government of Germany reo.uesting that approxi
mately 9,000 refugees in Northern Italy be released and .transported 
to Southern Italy or elsewhere was madeby Uuncio in Berlin (see 

·Taylor 1s 309). The result of this request was that Germany claimed 
that in the Italian Socialist Republic lay the authority for these 
individuals. It was further indicatedby the Vatican thatwlth 
that body they had no communication. A complete text via air follows: 

KIBK 
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DOCUMENT 

AIR GRAM 

Secretary o£ state, 
Washington. 
A-59, February 15, 1944, 12 noon.~. 

FROM: American Embassy
Madrid, Spain 
DATED: February 15, 1944 
REG 1 D: February 25 l p;.m~ , 

·-- ---- --·---···------- ---------

I do not consider this an opportune moment in our relatiims 
with Spain to approach Spanish Government in sense suggested in 
Department• s 2Cf7 January 25, midnight. Spanish Goverrunent hal! 
during past year become thoroughly familiar with our policy with 
regard to rescue of political and racial refugees from Nazi
occupied Europe and Depar'"ument has been kept informed as to extent 
to. uhich it has cooperated in this work. In this connectiOn. 
Department's attention· is called 'to my conffdential despatch 196? 
of January 31 SUllllllarizing evacuations of Allied refugees from 
Spain in 1943 in which it is pointed out that Spanish Government 
during that year facilitated evacuation of well over 20,000 
refugees out of estimated 22,000 who entered Spain, most of 
remainder being stateless for whom destinations could not be 
found and of whom 567 have since departed £or Palestine as 
reported in my airgram A-39 of January Z7. 

Pendh<g receipt of separate report Department's attention 
is called to following despatches submitted by Embassy during past 
year which it is believed contain most, of information desired: 
643 February 16, 960 May 31, 990 June 10, ll65 August 5, 1391 
October 1, 1692 December 7, 1943; 1932 January 24 .and 1967 Janu-
ary 31, 1944. 

When a better opportunity presents i.t.aelf I shall speakto 
Foreign Minister along lines suggested in Department• s telegrani 
but formal representations at this time would be less helpfui 
than they will be a little later when the present crisis ih our 
relations with Spain has been successfully passed. 

HAYES 

.- !'·,;._ • 
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Secretary of State' wasbingtc:n 
aerican Embassy-, Madrid 
February 18, 1944, midnight 
4b3 

The foregoing is for the Ambassador• a attention. 

Please refer to the repartment's telegram of January 25, ~944 
no. 2fY7 with reference to War Refugee Board. 

The Board has resolved, in formulating a program of immediate 
action, that an attempt to facilitate the evacuation from occupied 
areas to SpaL~ of as man7 Jewish refugees and others as possible 
is one of the projects Which should be pushed with the greatest_of 
speed. It is understood ~J the Board that French refugee movement 
is well organized and functioning and that some thousands have 
already been transferred to North Africa. furthermore th~ Board 
understands that arrangements are being made at the present time 
to transfer to North Africa stateless refugees and those lacking 
protection of their own government. 

It is felt by the Board that the most feasible way of 
accomplishing this extremely urgent task is: (a) to remove 
refugees now in Spain from there as rapidly as possible, thus 
making room for more and (b) to obtain from the Government of 
Spain the greatest possible relaxation of the border and· other 
controls and other action designed to encourage the entry i.ilto 
Spain of refugees. · · 

The Board has a.,areed upon the following concrete c proposais · 
with the object of increasing the movement of refugees from ·· 
occupied areas through Spain to refuge elsewhere. (1) A 
substantial number of refugees now in Spain can be moVed t;o a 
camp in North Africa which is now established and which is ready 
to receive refugees and the transfer should be facilitated. 
( 2) In order to care for new refugees who will arrive iri the 
future, especially stateless refugees and those lacking pro
tection of their government, and to effect their remov-al-;c:from 
Spain, if necel!lsary on an involuntary basis, the government of' 
Spain should be requested to maintain recaption camps in Which 
future arrivals may remain until they ar8 transferred to North 
Africa. ·As a basis for obtaining the necessary action by the 
Government of' Spain, they should be informed (a) that necessary 

DECLAs.qrm-r..u ....... -~-l' .l..CJ 
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a.-rangements w.ill be made by War Refugee Bqru:-d ·to fi:ilance 
maintenance and support of such stateless and unprotected refugees 
as arrive in Spain in accordance with these arrangements until 
they can be removed to Nortll Africa and (b) that responsibility 
for arranging for the transfer of stateless and unprotected · 
refugees ioo North Africa as rapidly as possible 1lill be assumed 
by War fte.._"'ngee Board. The Government of Spain may be reminded 
in this cormection of the recent evacuation of. refugees to 
Palestine and of arrangements being made at the present time for 
the removal of stateless refugees to the North African camp which 
has already been established. (3) You should request the Spanish 
Government in the strongest manner possible to take effective 
steps to encourage the entry into Spain of more refugees. Besides 
relaxation of border control and the taking of other actions, it 
will be extremely helpful. if steps will be taken by the·Govamment 
of Spain to facilitate the spread of information to the occupied 
areas that Spain is ready to grant aaylum to refugees until they 
are removed to another country. 

The commitments given above are not intended in any wey ·to 
replace the French Committee of National Liberation's activities 
or responsibilities with respect to.the flow-through Spain of 
French refugees. · · · ' 

We anxiously desire to support the Board' a program given 
above and it is requested that you approach the Spanish Govern
ment at the earliest possible moment with a view to obtaining 
their agreement to tl'le plan. It is requested that you report as 
soon as possible regarding practical measures that would be 
necessary, including the requirements of funds, to put· the 
proposed plan into operation in Spain. · · 

Of course it will be appreciated by you if these negotiations. 
with Spain are en an entirely different level than the political 
and economic negotiations being carried on with that Government~ 
This Govem.ment is simply addressing to the Spanish Government- a 
humanitarian appeal rather than a request to take certain action 
favorable to us at a sacrifice to them. Therefore we desire that 
the proposed negotiations With respect to refugees should be 
carried rapidly and effectively to a conclusion without becom:ihg 
entangled i1·1 oj:.her pending problems being discussed with the 
Spanish, 

Furthermore it is important to remember that it is this 
Government's policy to move to Camp Lyautey promptly as many 



stateless and unprotected refUgees as facilities allaw. Con
sequently you should make every atteinpt to encourage· the -voluntary 
migration to the camp of the greatest possible number or eligible 
persons in Spain at the present time. or course this evacuation 
operation should be executed as rapidly as possible. 

The progress being made. in this matter should be reported 
to the Department as soon as possible. 

-~·~· ~ ' . 
. ·-- ~~·, -- -
STET S · 
(Aoting) ~· . . .··• ... 

r··· 
i 
i 

l .. , 

J= 
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-DOCUMENT 

FMH-S? 
This telegram must be 
paraphrased before being 
co~u~icated to anyone 
other than a Governmental 
agency. (SC-OO) 

Secretary of State 
1vashington 
683, February 28, 6 p.m. (Section One) 

Nadrid 
DATED: 
REC 1D: 3:32 

Proposals for war refugee board outlined in Department's 463, 
Feb:r-Iary 18, midnight, raise two separate questions, first that of 
evacaation of statele!!s and unprotected refugees now in Snain, and 
secondly that of the facilitation of passage of further numbers of 
such refugees into or through Spain f~om German occupied territories. 

(1) With reference to first question there are now estimated to 
be in Spain approximately 1300 refugees who might be classified as 
stateless and unprotectE>rl. Of th!-so-.number about 400 are Spanish 
Sephardic Jews who have recently been brought to Spain from German 
concentration camps under agreement between Spanish and German 
governments for evacuating elsewhere but whose travel to further desti
nations has not yet been arranged; it is expected that considerable· 
number of these persons will apply for admission to Fedhala cent:er.
Another 450 have already applied for evacuation to Fedhals and esti
m~ted 250 have received or will soon receive visas for other desti
nations principally Ca.TJ.ada. Most of remaining 200 prefer to remain 
in Spain .for one of the follo;fing reasons: (a) to be near families 
still in German occupied countries; (b) to a11ait visas for desti
nations to which they cannot at -present time proceed;: (c) because of 
feeling based on distrust of the French, that they will be better off 
in Spain than at Fedhala and inability to proceed to any other desti
nation. 

Response of refu5ees to offer of evacuation to Fed~sla center 
(•) astic L-;;_nenthusiastis]' due largely to this distrust o.nd to fear 
thal Lyautey will turn out to be French concentration C~<:npana "'*LCamp 
an!!/ under instructions from Department we have attempteil no means~ of 
persuasion beyond acquainting them with nature and conditions ~of pro-
posed project. French authorities have moreover insiste<l on subjectinef 
all annlications to detailed scrutiny at Algiers and Rabat before al-,. 
lowing persons to proceed fr.om Spain and present indica'GiOriS are .that .. ·: -,. 
considerable numbers may be turned down on security and other grounds. 
It epnears therefore that under present cir~~stances this project may 
not pro•re solution_of n.r_oblem of clearing residue of stateless refugees 
out of sea in '"" LSpairJ and that there will remain que:.;tion of desti
nations for those who either do not choose to accept this of.fer of 
evaC'.lation or who are not considered acceptable by Fr.cn;,h and Allied 

• Apparent omission. 
•• Apparent error in transmission. 

.-- ... ....,. .. 

' ,_ 
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authorities. · (In this connection I should appreciate 
of mear.ing of Uinvoluntary" removal of refugees from Spain}. It 
may be mentioned with reference Department's 51:2 February :24 that 
present delay in completing arrangements for departure of refugees 
for Fedhala is due principally to above mentioned requirement that. 
applications be submitted to North Africa for prior approval. 

LEnd of Section an!7 
HAYES 



FRO:.J: 
TO: 
DATeD: 
NilldBlli: 
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PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM ~CEIVbD 

American Embassy, M~drid 
Secretary of State, l.ashington 
February 28,_ 1944 
683 

(Section Two) -Stateless refugees in Spain, as previously reported} are at 
present being well cared for-by private American charitable organiza
tions represented by David Blickenstaff, who has also been instrument
al in arranging during the past year the evacuation of approximately 
900 such refugees. At present the number of stateless and unprotected 
refu~~s entering Spain is negligible. 

(2) It should be pointed out in--L'efe~rtce to the problem of 
facilitating escape of additional numbers of refugees from GerH1an 
occupied territory-into Spain that reduced rate at Which such refugees 
are now entering Spain is not attributable to Spanish border control, 
but is considered due rather to difficulties of reaching the Pyrenees 
frontier from points within occupied Europe. 

Virtually no refugees of this type, so far as is known, have been 
prevented from entering Spain by Spanish_border control or turned back 
by them to German authorities and by encouraging a further relaxation 
of this control there would appear to be little advantage gained. On 
the contrary there are definite arguments against such relaxation 
principally that it r.ould facilitate the undetected entry of German 
a,;;ents into Spain at a time when one of our major objectives is to rid 
Spain of such agents and would render_ increasingly difficult the con
trol of smuggling activities, which directly impair our preemptive 
purchase program. Moreover, it would give to the Spanish authorities 
convenient excuse for closing their- eyes to such of these activities 
as they might wish to let pass without notice. 

It is considered by me :,to be unnecessary to suggest to- the Spanish 
Government that it facilitate spread of information to c;ermari occupied · 
areas that S?ain is prepared to grant asylum to refugees :ln vie!! of. . _ 
the fact that any changes in Spanish policy to·.¥ard refuge (*) {refugeeJ'!/ 
are known throughout occupied Europe by means of underground grapevine 

-almost as soon as tc.ey are known in Spain.- f,\oreover, it can 'hardly be--
denied that a broadcast offer by the Spanish Governrrient of asylllin to· ____ .,., 
persons fleeing from German authorities would have political impli~ 
cations over and above its primary humru1itarian purpose and it is not 
illogical to suppose that one of primary results of such a step would 
be immediate tightening of German border control along t.r1e i;>yrenees ·and 
increased surveillance over routes leading toward that frontier, a 
de1elopment which could seriously jeopardize the chances_of E:Scapeof 
American and Allied air forces pE:rsonnel forced to land in German· held 
territory and make escape more difficult than before for all refugees. 

* Api'arent omission. 
(:·:,-( of Secti-:m '!\-•0) 
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Secretary of State (Section Three) _ 
Washington 

Madrid 
DATED: February 28, 1944 
REC'D ll:44 p.m., March l 

It is my feeling that Spanish Government could best expedite re
lease of refugees from Ger&an controlled areas of Europe by directly 
approaching German Government with offer to grant transit or temporary 
residence visas to refugees wishing to leave those areas in mueh the 
same way that it has recently effected release of above mentioned 
Sephardic Jews the ultimate destinations for such refugees to be 
arranged by the War Refugee Board or other such organization. It 
should be em~hasized, however, that s,ympathetic consideration of 
Spanish Government to such a proposal can hardly be expected Until 
there is found more adequate solution to problem of destinations for 
these ref~gees than provided by Fedhala project in order that effec
tive evacuation of stateless refugees still in Spain can be expedi'
tiously accomplished and assurances given Spanish GOvernment that all 
refugees admitted to Spain in future under such an arrangement would 
be removed without delay to further destinations. This would neces
sarily involve postponement of screening of refugees until after their 
departure from Spain although it is appreciated that adequate measures 
would have to be taken at some later point to sift out agents which 
Ger:aa..."ls would be certain, as in the past, to plant among them. 

I have no idea as to what reaction of Spanish Government-would-be 
to such a proposal. or how successful it would be should it-agree to 
take up matter with German Government. In view of fact that principal 
obstacles to escape of refugees from German held territory appear, to 
lie within that territory rather than at the Spanish frontier,- hbwever, · 
I feel tnat this approach would come closer to heart of the probl.em. 

I am, for the present, making no approaches to Spanish Goverllllient 
on subject or department's telegram pending consideration_of poirits 
raised herein. I may sey in this connection that it is still in.V
opinion tr».t present,political and economic crisis with Spain is apt 
to have adverse effect on receptivity of Spanish Government even to 
proposals of purely humanit~rian character. 

Repeated to London and Lisbon and by pouch to Algiers.-

HAYES 

(::..1!D OF l ~:SSSAG:t:) 

! ; 
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DOCUMENT 

P A..."l . .IIPERA.S:S OF 'Ef_.EGRAl·[ SENT 

~i-.~: 

TO: 
DAT3D: 
~:-JHB3R: 

Secretary of State, i/ashington. 
A;nerican Embassy, gaiJxid 
February 25, 1944 
530 -You are referred herewit~.to the Derya.rtment's telegran of 

January 25, no. 207, regarding the esta.bli shmen t of the 'liar Refu
gee 3oP.rd. John '!1. Pe'nle, the Acting Executive Director of the 
:Soard, !'.n.s ini'onaed the Der>axt!!lent that in conformity>,.fi th the 
President 1 s order o:f Jp.nuaxy 22, it is JJro]Josed by the Boar<l to ap
pobt !-fr. David :Blickenstaff, re'l)resentati ve of the American 
Frieru'ts Service Com:ni ttee in l~acirid, as tLe Special Re!>resentative 
of the Boaxd, and to be designated by the Departme:1t as Special 
Attache to the Enbe.ssy on \'Tar Refugee matters,. It is provided in 
the President's order t!lat t!:e State Depart:nent- sl1all ap}?oint such 
S:!_)ecial Attaches U:!.JOn the recon.TJendc_tion of t!1e 'Bo2.rd.; that their 
duties and res!Jonsi-oilities shall be d.efined b~r the :Boarct :\.!'c con
sultation Hith the State Department, wd. the.t they shall have 

diylO!nntic status.--

It ;1.o.s bee~. indica.tecl by the Arr:ericarl Frienc1_s Service Copl
ni ttee t~1.0.t it h(!.s r.o ob.jection tO l·tr. :Blicf.:enstaff

1 
s !:_CCe~ting 

tt~is a:J~;oint:Je:J.t. 

P..:fter d:\.scus:ling the raa.tter \·lith r'ir. Blic:~enstaff, if this a31-
poi:J.'v:ne:1t rv.eets with y?u.r a9:9rov~, you should ad.vise hi):rt that he 
is s~ il.esigna.teirand' the.t he is to have di:plomatic status, It is 
2.ssuned that on t"-e pext of the &;>anish Government there \·Till be 
no objection to this designation, although you may informally a!J
proac'n the Spanish autt.ori ties, if • in your discretion, yoU: con
sider it necessary or advisable to do so, He reQuest that.you' con.;.. 
firm by telegre.n 3liclr.enstaff 1 s designation or th2.t you advise us 
pro;:r;)tly if tr.ere is ar.y reason \~hy the desigrw.tion shottld not. 

becryne effective ~t once. 

You should inform :Blickenstaff that: 

(a) He is charged vritlc the rcsnonsibility ancl d.u.ty. 
of carr;rine; out t!:e "()Olicies and I'ro;;rams of the :Board in 

(b) He is res!)onsible to· t'1e Ar~bassador nnd sho·uld 
res1.U.arly •md :fully discuss his nctivities Md 1)r6bler.uJ 

viith him; 

..·- .._ . .,_ 

fl!ill_U 

I 

\ 

\ 
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(c) The necessary communications facilities 
required for the carrying on of his official duties 
will be provided him by the Embassy; 

(d) He shall extend all posstble assistance to 
the Ambassador in carrying out the instructions contained 
in the Department's reference telegram; 

(e) He shall work 'rlth &~d give all nossible assistance 
to public and private agencies operating in Spain in this 
field regardless of whether such or~anizations are American, 
international or foreign; 

(f) He shall devolon and assist in the development of 
programs and implementation of measures for the re,;cue, 
maintenance, relief and transportation of refugees; 

(g) He shall fon•ard recora'tlendations and frequen-t 
renorts on ~rogregs of work and difficulties enconntered 
to the Board; 

(h) In so far as the Trading with the enemy Act is 
concerned, the \var Ref\lgee Board and its representatives 
in the field have been vested by the .Secretary of the 
Treasury with full authority to comt.mnicate with- enemy 
territory in carrying out the purposes of the Order. Also 
the Secretary of the Treasury has delegated to the War 
Refugee Board and its representatives the power to authorize 
any public or private agencies,who may_be subject to· the 
provisions of O'Ir Trading w:t.th the enemy Act, to .comJr.uh:icate 
with enemy territory for: the purpooe a:: carrying out the .· 

.Order. Blickenstaff is authorized to act accordingly. 

Further detailed instructions will follow from time to timec: 
after receint of confirmation of Blickenstaff's designatio!l. 

STETTINIUS 
(Acting) 
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DOCUMENT 

Cl-!-146 
This telegram must be 
paraphrased before being 
communicated to anyone 
other than a Government 
agency. ( SCOO) 

Secretary of State, 
Washington. 
378, March 3, 11 a.m. 

Madrid 
!lA.TED: March 3, 1944 
REC 1 D: 6:17 a.m., 4th 

Before discussing with Blickenstaff contents of Department's 530, 
February 25, 10 p.m., L should like to be advised further a so to pro
posed relationship between work of War Refugee BoaJ;d in Spain and that 
of the "representative in Spain of Amer~can relief organizatiol2s11 ; 

As reported in my despatch 1932, January 24, latter is joint agency 
representing private American charitable organizations engaged in 
refugee relief in Spain and is under Blickenstaff's direction. 

Specifically I should like to 1Je inforreed as to whether, in the 
event of .Blickenstaff's designation as' repre·sentative of the board, he 
would be expe·cted to give up his present work.· .. Tho agency he now 
heads is at present nearing virtually entlre burden financial and 
other wise of oaro of stateless and unprotected refugees in Spain and 
it is my recommendation that it be allowed to continue to do so and 
that Blicke!lstaff be permitted to continue as its director while 
serving concurrently 1:is board's representative 'dth designation as 
Attache. 

As l have taken great pains to point out the problem of the eare 
of these refugees is being very competently handled by :Blickenstaff 
and his organization which was· set up at my suggestion to Unify 
efforts of participating private agencies and I wis.'l to avoid any 
changes which might impair effectivenesa of .this work. I am in 
thorough agreement with the board that Blickenstaff is highly' !J.UV.li-: 
fied to represent it in Spain, but I wish to make sure that his_ser
vicas will be utilized in the most effective manner possible. 

Repeated to London by pouch to Lisbon. 

HAYES 



FROM: 
TO: 
DATED: 
NUMBER: 
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DOCUMENT 

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM Sl!ll'T 

Secretary of state, Washington 
Amembassy, Madrid 
March 23, 1944, 5 p.m. 
799 -With respect to your telegram of February 28, 1944 no. 683 

we appreciate the comments and suggestions with respect to the 
War Refugee Board contained therein. The War Refugee Board wishes 
to point out that Camp Lyautey ll'i.ll not be the only haven to which 
refugee.s can be removed from Spain. The Bo.ard now has negotiations 
in progress for other havens and you should assume and may advise 
the Government of Spain that there will be removed from Spain all 
refugees from occupied areas entering Spain. The Board was 
pleased to learn that.no obstacles are being placed by the 
Spanish Government in the way of stateless or other refugees 
wishing to enter Spain from France with or without proper papers 
and the Board hopes in the future that. Goverrtment will follow-
a generous pol~cy in that regard. . · 

The Board knows that the number of stateless refugees 
entering Spain from occupied areas is extremely small at the 
present time but the Bo&:d desires to inform you that it is 
taking vigorous steps at the present time vis-a-vis Germany 
and the satellite countries which it is confidently expected 
will stimulate the flow of refugees into Spain and other 
neutral eoantr±es from occupied areas. The Board will continue 
to take all possible action to this end. In any event, :tn ·the 
coming months when the snow melts in the Pyrenees the flow of 
refugees into Spain is certailr to increase. 

The Board believes that Spain is. most likely. to r.eceive 
substantial numbers of refugees this coming spring as a result 
of the pressure now being brought to bear on the Axis. The 
Board is extremely desirous that the Government of Spain be 
relieved of as many problems as possible connected with this. 
influx, including finance, supply and supervision of refugees·. 
Therefore the-following plan of proposed operations in Spain 
is submitted by the Board for your consideration, advice and 
comment and such action as is indicated. · 

All the Board 1 s operations in Spain, including the setting 
up and maintenance of refuge camps, would be supervised by the 
Special Attach~ to your Embasey under your direction. He would 

D:fi;CLASSJHLEI) 
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have assigned to him a small staff which might include transporta,;,. 
tian, supply and finance officers. As a base for operations the 
Attach~ and his immediate staff might use Madrid. It is proposed 
that as many as three reception centers be established along· the 
French border should the volume of refugees so warrant. At ·each 
of these centers a supervisor with experience in refuge work 
should be in charge. Each supervisor would have a small staff. 
There would also be attached to each center a medical off':icer 
and possibly a small nursing staff. An important member of the 
staff of each center would be a qualified Seeurity Officer 
approved by the War Department. These Security Officers would 
be attached to the reception centers as welfare workers instead 
of being assigned to the Office of the Military Attach~ in the 
Embassy. The dual responsibility of these officers would be . to 
screen refugees in search of possible enemy agents and to obtain 
from bona fide refugees information of a military nature. 
Mlrillo, Tol.osa and Figueras are tentatively suggested as 
reception centers. other localities may be agreed upon later 
as points readily accessible to those crossing the Pyrenees.· 

The Board is of the opinion that these centers should be 
in frontier areas rather than the interior for the following 
reasons: 

(1) The nearness of the centers to the frontier would 
reduce to a minilllum. the time during which ~the refugees would 
be in the hands of' the Spanish authorities. 

( 2) The refugees Will require immediate relief' in food, 
clothing and medical attention once they have crossed the 
Spanish border as many of them will have previously been in 
hiding in France and have been· subjected to the strenuous travel 
over the mountains on foot. The refugees would be kept <mt,of' 
the principal population centers, such as Madrid1 as rar as . 
possible. The attention paid to the presence of refugees would 
also be reduced. by the remoteness of the proposed centers. 

(3) The location of' the centers near the border would .. 
result in close cooperation between the staffs of the centers 
and the Spaniah frontier off'icials. The refugees would remain 
in the centers only so long as to assure medical of'ficers that 
they are in condition to travel; to allow ror preliminary· 
security screening and to supply them withwha:tever'travel 
documents might be needed. 

Since the.basic plan is to move those refugees who may 
enter Spain f'rom occupied areas to North Africa as rapidly as 
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possible, it is hoped that the French authorities will assign 
to the reception centers as special details, qualified officers 
to screen the refugees for security and to affix to their travel 
documents the necessary visas. As·regards the problem of 
screening, it is of course possible and probable that enemy 
agents may try to enter Spain as refugees. Therefore it is most 
desirable that when enemy agents are identified by the security 
officers, such identification not be ·disclosed in Spain but the ' 
agents be removed to North Africa for apprehension. This policy 
has been used in the past with respect to en~ agents and it is 
clearly preferable that they be held in restraint in Unitea · 
Nations territory rather than be at liberty in a neutral country. 

It is requested that you report any objectian which you 
think may be raised by the Spanish Government to the establishment 
of these centers in the foregoing manner and to their financing 
by the Board. The funds for their operation probably will be 
provided by private sources in the United States. As will be 
noted by you, this plan reduces to a minimum the responsibility 
of the Spanish Government •. Your comment on whether the staffs 
of the centers should be knmm to the Spanish Government as 
official employees of the Government or as representatives of· 
}Jnerican private welfare organizations will be appreciated by 
the Board. Incidentally, the American Red Cross is reluctant 
to participate L~ the operations of the centers at this t~e. 

Clarification of the meaning of 11involuntary removal" of 
refugees was requested by you in Section I of your telegram of 
Februa.ry 28, 1944 No. 683. We anticipate that many of the 
refugees will wish to proceed to other areas than North 'Africa 
once they have escaped from occupied areas. However, the Board. 
feels that it is undesirable that these .refugees remain in 
Spain. They should proceed to North Africa where they may make 
arrangements for tr~vel elsewhere with greater security for 
themselves and without embarrassment to the Government of Spain 
which might be caused should they remain there. It is proposed 
that the frontier officials and police authorities direct the 
refugees to the centers, providing them with permits to travel 
only from the point of apprehension to the nearest center. We 
hope that the refugees }'fill be advised by the Spanish officials 
that their presence in Spain will be tolerated only so long 
as they conduct themselves in accordance with this program. 
After arrival at the centers, it will be explained to the 
refugees that the Spanish authorities have released them into 
the care of the centers. Every effort would then be made to 
convince the refugees that the travel of other refUgees through 

I 
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Spain depends upori the rapid departure from Spa:in of those who 
have already entered. It might be further explained that after 
leaving Spain the refugees would be under the care of UNRRA 
officials rather than directly under French control. It is 
believed that such a poli~J will assure the ~ick·and voluntar,y 
departure for North Africa of all refugees Yiho may succeed in 
crossing the Spanish border if it is handled sld.ll.ful.J.y by 
the representatives of the Board. 

The Board hopes that you will give your prompt personal 
attention to this proposal and that your comments .and suggestions 
will be cabled as soon as possible. · · 

War and State Departments have approved this cable. 

The foregoing is for Ambassador Hayes' attention. 

HULL 
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tfOCUMENT 

The .American .Ambassador, Madrid 
The Secretary of state, Washington 
April 6, 1944 
ll95 

For reasons pointed out in my message number 974 dated 
March 20, I do not feel that steps should be taken toward ·putting 
into effect any such plan of operations as that which was proposed 
in Department's message number 799 dated March 23 until and unless 
it becomes more clearly evident that the War Refugee :Soard• s 
efforts to stimulate the exodus of unprotected and stateless 
refugees from German occupied territories will result in fact in 
an increase in the number of such refugees entering Spain sufficient 
to tax the facilities nhich already exist for their care. My 
strong recanmendation is that the Board attempt to take full 
advantage of the already proven facilities which are already ·in 
existence in the form of Blickenstaff's organization instead of _ 
endeavoring to set up an elaborate organization on the assumption 
that it will be justified ~ future developments; an. assumption 
with which I am not prepared to. agree as yet. Blickenstaff's 
organization has shOllll itself to be fully capable of coping with 
the problems which have arisen so far in connection . with. the care 
of stateless refugees and it has also already obtained the con
fidance of the Government of Spain. It is essential that: the 
wishes of the Spanish Government in the matter-be not disregarded 
inasmuch as the success of the activities of the Board in Spain 
would depend in a large part upon the willingness of the Spanish 

. Government to cooperate and although it. would quite willingly 
recognize Blickenstaff' as a representative of the Board I can 

. state with assurance that the Government of Spain would prefer 
that this work be left in the hands of Blickenstaff and his 
organization. The Government of Spain would be suspicious of 
and disfavor any endeavor on the part of the Embassy to set up 
in Spain such an organization as is envisaged by the Board so long 
as the problem of stateless refugees can be handled adequately . 
without such an organization and an unsalutary effect on other 
more important objectives might well be caused by 5Uch an attempt. 
In the absence of any apparent need for the presence of the 
numerous personnel mentioned by the Boar4, a request for admission 
into Spain might for example prejudice the admission of other 
personnel whose importance to the war effort is more direct. 

~ECLASSIFfED 
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If the existing facilities for the care of stateless and 
unprotected refugees should be overtaxed and if a situation should 
develop in the futli.re as the Board foresees doubtless the Govern
ment of Spain would look favorably upon the expansion of such 
facilities but it is felt that no good purpose could be served 
by endeavoring to press the proposal of the Board until such 
time arri vea. 

The efforts of the Board to assure further destinations· to 
which these refugees can proceed should be of the utmost. value 
regardless of arrangements made for their care within Spain. 
LUring the past year the moat important single obstacle to the 
complete ef'.fectiveness o:f Blickenstaff• a work has been the lack 
of such destinations. It is to be noted in this connection 
that the French authorities have rejected nearly one fourth of 
the Fedhala applications which have· been submitted so far to 
North Ai'rica for i'inal approval. 

HAYES 
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Secretar,Y.o£ State, 
Washingt~. D.C. 
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DOCUMENT 

AIRGRAM 

A-~87, ·Augnst 16, 1944, 4 p.m. 

FROM: 

DATE: 
REC 1D: 

American Embassy, 
Madrid, Spain · 
August 16, 1944 
August 29, 19# 

A group of 410 French refugees departedfrom Spain for North 
Africa vie Gibraltar on August 14, bringing to approximately 2,400 
the total number of such refugees evacuated from Spain since begin
ning of year. It is estimated that not more than 200 French refugees· 
remain in Spain as of this date. · 

:SUTTER\'/ORTH 

DECLASSIIi'IED 
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AIRGMM 

Secretary of State, 
Washington. 
A-188 May 10, 1944, 7:00p.m. 

DATED: 
RE0 1D: 

American Embassy 
Madrid, Spain 
Ma,.v 10, 1944 
M~W 20 11 a.m. 

- Group of 221 French·refugees sailed from Algeclral 
May 7 for North Africa, bringing to 906 total number of such refugees 
evacuated from Spain since beginning of year. It iS estimated that 
approximately 650 French refugees remain in Spain as of this date, 
with new a..'"Tivals crossing 'frontier at estimated rate.of 10 a dey. 

BUTTERWORTH 

:DECLASSLFIED 



FROM: 
TO: 
DATED: 
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DQCUMENT 

PARAPHRASE OF TELEGRAM SENT 

Secretary or State J washington 
.American Embassy, Madrid 
.March lS, 1944 
752 

137 

Given below is the substance of license No. W-2155 issued to 
the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee of New York City 
by the Treasury Department. It is requested that the substance:; 
ot this license be tranSlllitted urgently to Mr. Samuel Sequerra, JDC 
representative, whose address is Hotel Bristol, Barcelona .. 

(A) Notll':ithstanding General RUling No. 11 authorization is 
hereqy granted to your.representative in Spain, together with such 
agents as he may appoint, to communicate with persons in enemy or 
enemy-occupied territory ey any means 'Which he may deem e:xpedient 
or necessary· for the purpose of arranging the evacuation, to Stich, 
areas of safety or relative safety as may: be selected qy such. 
representative, of persons in such territocy in imminent danger 
of their li vas and to arrange for the safeguard:Uig and· sustenance 
of such persons until such evacuation is possible and to pursue 
any other action which may be appropriate for said purposes, 
including the payment of funds to. persons in enemy or. enemy
occupied territory who may have provided either goods or services 
in connection with the foregoing •. In order to acquire the 
necessary local currency for the purpose of financing the opera
tions referred to above, the folloWing three. methods are aiJ.t}loriZed 
provided that method No. 3 should not be used if it is feasible to 
use either method No. 1 or No. 2 to obtain th.e local currency .or 
exchange. (1) The currency or exchange of the country or 
countries in which the operations are to take place may be 
purchased in Spain if your representative is reasonably certain . 
that the sellers have held such currency or exchange since. befor~ · 
the date as of which such countries were frozen by the Government 
of the United States or, if acquired subsequent to. that time, that 
the seller acquired such currency or exchange under circumstances 
which were not beneficial to the enemy, your representative to · 
consult with the United States Embassy in Madrid when possible in 
such cases. The sellers of such local currency or exchange may · 
be reimbursed in pesetas at the prevailing unofficial rates of 
exchange in Spain. (2) The local currency or exchange of country 
or countries in which the operations are to take place mBiY" be 
purchased in enemy or enemy occupied territory provided that 
reimbursement is not made until after the war. Reimbursement to 
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the seller of such local currency or exchange subeequent to the 
war may be insured by the establishment of blocked accounts en · 
your books in the United States or such blocked accounts may 
be in a bank in the United states or Spain, provided that there 
shall be no assignment of any interest in such blocked accounts 
or payment from such blocked accounts unless specific approval 
is given by the Treasury Department in each ca~. (.3) Necessary 
local funds, exchange, goods, or services may be purchased in 
enemy or enemy-occupied terM. tory, the reimbursement therefor to 
be made in free currenc,y notes or foreign exchange, provided that 
such reasonable steps as may be possible are taken by your 
representative to prevent such foreign exchange or free currency 
notes being acquired by persons who may give them to the enemy. 

(B) The total amounts represented by claims established 
against any blocked account established in accordance With this 
license, plus the sums paid out or otherwise obligated pursuant 
to this license, shall not axceed $100,000 or the peseta equivalent. 

(C) A ~ull report should be made to the United states Embass,r 
in Madrid concerning the financial transactions completed puriuant 
to this license and your representative should insure to whatever-

-extent possible that the sellers of local c~rrency or exchange' 
are persons acceptable to the United States EmbasS,y at Madrid. 
Insofar as may be possible, your representative shOuld be satisfied 
that any payments made to such persons will not be of bene.fit to 
the enemy. 

(D) Periodic reports with respect to the operations con
summated under this license should be filed with the United states 
Embass,r in Madrid by your representative. 

It is requested that you inform Mr. Sequerra that Dr~.· Josepq · 
Schwartz, the JDC representative in Lisbon, will give him 
instructions l'lith regard to beginning the operations envisaged 
by license W-2155 and that he should comply with such instructions. 
The operations envisaged by the above quoted license are approved 
by the Treasury, the Department and. the War Refugee Board and we 
request you to take such reasonable steps as may be necessary to 
facilitate carrying them into effect. FUrthermore, you are 
requested to report to the Department at once with respect to 
any difficulties, especially in connection with financial opera
tiOns, that may be encountered and an indication as to progress 
made should be contained in your report. You should promptly 
forward to the Department reports filed with you pursuant to 
paragraph (C) of the license. 
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Delays are to be avoided as time is frequently of the essence 
in matters of this kind. To this end you are requested to make 
liberal interpretations concerning the authority granted under 

· license, reporting any such interpretations to the Department 
as and when made. It should be noted in this connection that 
license W-2155 is substantially the same as license issued pre.;. 
viously to this and other private agencies for the purpose ·or_· 
carrying out similar operations from SWitzerland. We wish 
specifically to call your attentioo to the provisions of paragraphs 
(A-1). and (A-.3) of the license. Paragraph (A-1) has already been 
construed as allowing the purchase :from persons in Spain of local 
currency or exchange irreapecti ve of where the currency or exchange 
may in fact be located. You should note that even though Wider 
paragraph (A-.3) foreign exch;mge may be made available in enemy or 
enemy-occupied territory, this method should be used if, imder the 
circumstances, the relief and evacuation. operations which the 
license permits can be carried into immediate execution most 
effectively thereby, although either one of the first two methods 
should be used in preference to the third method if' operations 
will not be prejudiced in any way. · 

This Government considers the saving of lives to be of' 
paramount importance, as will have been recognized from previous 
commu..'lications concerning the War Refugee Board's programs; 
although a vital part of our economic warfare is still preventing 
the enemy from acquiring foreign exchange, this consideration is · 
to be subordinated to ·the maximum fulfillment of the rescue programs 
being undertaken at the present time, of which the operatiOns · 
envisaged by the license discussed above are a part. · · 

The Treasury Department has issued to the JDC a license 
authorizing operations from Portugal which. is identical in all 
respects with W-2155. The JDC representative in Lisbon, Dr. Joseph 
Schwartz, is expected to return to Lisbon in· the near future,. and-~ ·, . 
the operations by Mr. Sequerra in Spain and the operations in 
Portugal are to be carried aut under the general supervision of 
Dr. Schlrartz. 

HULL 
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DOCUMENT 

PARAPHRASED OF TELEGRAU RECEIVED 

FROM: American Embassy; Madrid. 
TO: Secretary of State, Washington 
DATE: March 22, .1944 
NUl.ffiER: 997 -I have not transmitted tlie substAAce of Department's 752,· 
March 18, to Sequerra• JDe representative in Barcelona, by reason 
of the following considerations: 

(a) David Blicken~taff is understood by me to be the principal 
JDC representative in Spain; and not Sequerra; all business withthe 
JDC has been transacted by the Embassy through Blickenstaff. · 

(b) Sequarra1.a loyalty to the Allied cause is not con!!idered to 
be beyond doubt althou~h apparently this fact has not been brought 
to the Department 1 s attention. Sequarra ie a neutral subject ·(Portu
guese) and althoUgh he has apparently done effective work in the (ield 

-of reliJ!If of refugees, we have no basis for assuming trui.t he would not 
deal with our enemies, particularly if pressure is ap-plied. Until 
recently, Sequerra had a personal representative in Madrid who was a 
disreputable individual to whom a Palestine visa was refused by the 
British on the grounds that he was suspected of having given informa
tion to the (}ermans. It therefore appears to me to invitecobvious 
and unnecessary risks which could hav~ the most serious repercussions 
to entrust a person of this type with the responsibility of carrying 
out the operations described in the Department's telegram under refer
ence. 

(c) For any American charitable organization or its represent~~ 
tives to engage in clandestine operations of the type contemplated by 
the license conld 'well jeopardize in Spain the ent.ire :posi tiop. of: these 
organizations. ~e work of these organizations has in the past been 
centralized in Blickenstaff's office, and with the Embassy's support~ 
they have won respect and confidence of the $panish (}overnment, which
has enabled them to do valuable work on behalf of unprotectf3d:ruid,, 
stateless refugees. This has frequently caused e~treme 'discomfort 
to the <>ermans who want the Spanish Government to suppress the activity 
of these organizations, and welcome every pretext to bring force to · 
bear to this end. We must assume that the operations contemplated 
by license W-2155 would soon become known to the Gf'lrmans and a pretext 
to ap~ly such force to the Spanish (}overnment would be provided by 
the participation of the organizations in such operations. 
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(d) On the other hand, if the 
oparaj;iqns could be turned to their own advantage, they might ac
complish this purpose by using these operations as an additional 
channel for getting their agents into territory controlled by Spain 
and the Allies. 

(e) My most serious objection is the danger that existing under-
. ground facilities within German occupied territory for accomplishing 

the escape of American and Allied airmen who have thereby been enabled · 
to reach the Spanish frontier without detection, may be compromised 
by these operations. I am firmly convinced and determined that no 
steps should be taken which might in the slightest measure Jeopardize 
the chances of escape to safety of these airmen whose safety must be 
given first priority by our Government (prior to that of any other 
class of refugees) irrespective of humanitarian considerations. with 
which last I am, of course, in complete sympathy. 

(f) In view of the inevitable military significance which must 
be attached at this crucial time ~rith any activities involving. com
munication or the passage of persons into or out ·of occupied France, 
and having in mind the ·above considerations;_ I. ,feel that the J'oint 
Chiefs of Staff should give prior approval to the operations envisaged 
by the license embodied in Department's telegram under reference, and 
that my views in the matter should-be conveyed to-the--Joint-C!i!'efs of 
Staff in connection with their consideration of the matter. 

. ,_ 
Pending consideration by the Department of the points mentioned 

above, I intend to take no action on Department's telegram 752 under 
reference. 

This telegram has been repeated to Lisbon and London. 

HAYES 

,_ 
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CM 
This ·telegram must be 
paraphrased be:fore being 
communicated to anyone 
other than a Government 
agency. (SCOO) 

Ame!!!bassy 
Madrid 
1008 

TELEGRAH SENT 
April 12. 1944 .. 
9 p.m. 

;-. 

In an endeavor to cause the Spanish and Portuguese Governments 
to give refuge to additional refugee children from France. the follow- '.I 
ing snecial instructions relating to the issuance of visaa to refugee 
ehild~en are issued pursuant to Section 58.55 (a) (l6).of the Regula-
tions of November 19, 1941 as amended regarding aliens entering the 
United States. · 

Consular officers in Spain and Portugal are authorized to. issue 
during the present quota year in the aggregate up to one thousand. 

- immigration visas to refugee children :from. France who shall have-
arrived in Spain and Portugal on.or after ·January 1. 1944 and before 
July 1, 1944. This latter date mey be extended by speci-fic instruction 
from the Department. The visas are to be issued. to the children without 
regard to the question of availability of means -Of transp.ortatiO.ll to. the 
United States and without regard to religious, nationality or stateless 
status. The children covered by this instruction shall be under sixteen 
years of age at the time of the issuance of the visas, and are. of cours.e. 
subject to the statutorY immigration requirements of Section 3 of the · 
Act of February 5, 1917, except that they ma.y be consideredt()meet 
the public charge requirements in view of the fact that the Attorney 
General has found that satisfaot.ory arrangements have been made fol:' ~. · . 
their support. In connectiol1 wi-th the determination o:f <j)l.estions Ul}der 
Section 58.47 of the Regulations of November 19. 1941. as tunended~ · 
regarding aliens entering .the United States, the existence o:f the 
relationships-described in Section 58.48 thereof shall not be oon.Bi
dered. Replace v~sas mal be issued during the same quota year to •. 
those children who are s\tll qualified therefor under this instruction 
and who are still under sixteen years of age at the date. ·of ,the :l.ssuance· 
of such replace. visas. Subject to the quota laws it is the Department's 
intention to assign numbers from next year's quota to'cover visas issued 
purauan1; to this instruction under this year'!! quota. The foregOing- .. 1 

further assumes no pertinent adverse change in present quota laws. 
Cases of children who have passed their sixteenth bir,thd.ay in the 
interim desiring to obtain new or replace visas should be reported 
to 'th!3 Department for fl.irther instructions. Children under 14 years 
o:f age need not be register.ed and fingerpr.inted. 

I 
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T'ne fribassy at l<!adrid will be the supervisory and control 
office for the assignment of duota numbers to offices in -Spain 
and Portugal. For t!!is purl_)o~e the following inclusive non:prefer
ence quota numbers are alloted to ·v.ac1.rid: 

L•J/ to German 
to. Polish 
to Belgian 
to Netherland 

.§.11 

to Czechoslovak and 
to French quotas 

T'ne visas ·may be issued at the rate of one-third of each allot
ment per month. Consolidated q_uota reports should be subrdtted 
by telegraph by N:adrid at the end of each month returning any un
used numbers and giving name of child, quota munber, date and 
:place of issuance. If additional quota numbers of the countries 
mentioned or of any other country are desired. they should be re
quested by telegraph. Submit by telegra:ph before June lst estimete 
of quota numbers needed for fiscal year 19~~19~5. Inform consu
lar officers in Spain and Portugal. Advise the a~ropriate S~an
ish and Portliguese ·authorities regarding. this instruction an~ state 
that it is the earnest hope of t!rls Government· that the Spanish 
and Port~1ese Governments will promptly truce such action, direct 
211d !!'.direct as ":ill facilitate and expedite the movement of chil
dren from :il'r8llce. You may also inform the Spanish and Pcirt~"Uese 
Governments that the ~far Refugee :Board 1vil1 undertake_ to arr2nge 
for any financing that may be necesse.ry to provide maintenance-for 
refugees from enemy oP!Jression arriving in Spain and Portuea;t. 

Report Spanish and Portuguese reaction and keep De:partment ad
vised regarding developments in this matter which mey be of inter
est. Repeated to Legation at Lisbon. 

• Omitte(t. 

HULL 
(EBC) 
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arrangement. ) 

Secretary of State, 
Washington. 
2110, July 8, 11 a.m., (Section One) 

This Message for Pehle from Mann 

Lisbon 
DATED: 
BEC'D: 

July a. 1944 
2:06 p.m. 

During my visit to Spain the Embassy received your message S.'lould 
not undertake trip and suggested that I take up with the Ambassador 
problems which l.facDonald was to have discmssed. 

Among other thir~s matter of boards sending snecial attache for 
refugee problems to SpaJn was discussed at length.- Ambassador Ha¥es 
stated that he was not convinced that there was any necessity for 
such a representative since refugee matters there had been ably 
handled by the Embassy and Blickenstaff organization. Furthermqre, 
he mentioned that many agencies desired to have representatives in 
Spain and that in such-cases he had to dete;mine which should be
represented on the basis of necessity and their contribution to the 
war effort since he could not approach Spanish for all who decided to 
co~e as attaches. It is clear_ to me that there is a necessity for 
a board representative and I gave the Ambassador my reason for the 
appointment of such a person. However, my raasons"did not convince 
him and he stated that he was not prepared to agree that there was 
such a necessity. 

In ·our conversation I suggested Saxon as a possible representative 
but stated that I was not certain that he was available and that. ·· 
board might have other plans. I took the liberty of suggesting Sil.xon 
as an a-cting representative because· (1) my observations indicated 
that he possessed the operating qualities necessary to do the !1ob, 
(2) his experience in the field, . (3) he is familiar with certain 
difficulties in North Africa which thus far have affected the.-· 
Spanish evacu.atlon program, (4) I considered it important. that we 
have a repre~aritativ-e in Spain immediately. Saxon is near and I-
could talk with him without necessitating too great delay in his 
arrival. 

~~d of Section On~ 
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2110, July 8, 11 a.m. (Section Two) 

JUly 8. 1944 . 
7:30p~m. 

After some discus3ion the Ambassador stated he couid not_agree 
to accrediting him to the Spanish Government but would welcome Saxon's 
coming to Spain to make a thorough study of the situation not to exceed 
two months and if at that time saxon could convince the Ambassador 
that a 1'/RB representative in Spain could perform-functions not being. 
performed and that the performance of- such served a useful purpose 
the Ambassador would ask to have him accredited to the Spanish Govern
ment as Attache of Embassy. If he-did not convince the Ambassador 
he would leave at that time. While Saxon was mentioned it is my be
lief that the Ambassador would accept any qualified representative 
on the same conditions. 

~ly lack of ·knowledge of present }>()ard plans makes it dif.ficult for 
me to comment fully on the above proposal. - Ho,wever, I do 'emphasize 
the importance of a board representative going to spain soon if one is 
to go there. 

At p::-esent fewer refugees are entering Spain than at previous 
times. Some no doubt are waiting to see p::-ogress of invasion. French 
resistance is said to l:'.ave cut rail COill!IIU!lications with southernbo_rd,er, 
Also rescue operations do not appear as active as might be expected. 
It seems likely that if invasion moves slowly and Germans_ increase 
persecutions as in Hungary the Pyrenees will erupt with refugees 
attem?ting to escape. The new problems with which we may be con~ront
ed there makes it ir.~pe::-ative ·in mj .opinion that we hava a representa.:. 
tive in .. the area_. 

Pursuant to the practice the two Embassies, copy of this being 
sent Hadrid. 

(End of Message) 
NOR WEB 
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DOCUMENT 

Madrid 
DATED: 
REC 1 D: 

As consequence of Embassy's representations Spanish Government 
has authorized issuance of visas to 500 Jewish children in Hungary 
whom Jewish organizations in·Tangier hope to transfer to temporary 
refuge in Span1ah Morocco (Tangier's 157. June 2 to Department and 
Embassy's 2389, July 9). Spanish Legation Budapest has been instruct
"Jd to do everything pose!. ble to facilitate travel of this group to 
Spain and it is understood that Vatican has requested papal represent
atives in Berlin and Budapest to use their good offices to same end. 

Sent to Tan5ier in pouch. 

BUTTERWORTH 

DECLA.SSIB1i~D 
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nocuMoo 

EHBASSY 01!' THE 
UNITED STATES OF JU.!I!!RICA 

Madrid, Spain, July 25, 1944. -

No. 2790 

Subject-: Transmitting copy of Note to Minister of Foreign 
Affairs on subject of reported delivery of refugees by . 
Spanish border officials t.o Gerrr.an patrol. 

The Honorable 

Sir: 

The Secretary of State, 
Washington. 

1/ 1 have the honor to enclose a copy of Note No. 2809 of July 24, 
1944 which I have addressed to the Minister of Foreign Affairs con
cerning a series of frontier incidents reported to have taken place 
during the early part of ~une 1944 in the Province of Huesca, in the
course of which a number of refugees of French and other nationalities 
are reliably stated to have been refused entry·into Spain and to have 
been handed over by Spanish frontier officials to Gerrmn border patrois. 

A high official of the 1-!inistry of Foreign Affairs has informed 
a representative of the Embassy, in ttis connection, that immediately 
upon receipt of information concerm.ng these occurrences the Ministry .. 
issued drastic instructions countermanding the provincial order upon 
which the action of the frontier off~cials concerned appears to have 
been based, and that a careful investigation·of the circumstances 
surrounding the issuance and execution of thoee orders ·is now in .. 
progress. He expressed the personal opinion that the reported inci-"· 
dents may-, in fact, have been the result of the misinterpretation by 
local border officials· of orders intended to apply to attempted incur-'
sions into Spain of armed Span~sh dissidents; the presence orcstich 
groupe on the frontier having been recently reported. (Embassy's 
telegram No. 24?2, July 15, 1944, noon.) It was, of course, made 
clear to him that this circumstance, even if true, could in no way 
be congidered as condoning or excusing the conduct of the, border 
officials concerned. 

:rhe incidents in question have been made the subject also of 
forceful representations on the part ·of the British Embassy and.the 
French Mission in Madrid, and it i& the Embassy's opinion that .the 
Spantah Government haa been sufficiently impressed with the gravity 
of these incidents to do everything possible to prevent their recur
rence. 

DECLASSI.B1ED · 
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It rray be mentioned that a copy of the !Unistcy1 s Note Verbale 
No. 701 of November 17, 1943 to which reference is made in the . 
enclosed Note was· transmitted to the Department under cover of the 
Embassy's despatch No. 1692 of December 7, 1943. 

Enclosure: 
Note No. 2809, July 24, 
1944, to Foreign l.finister 

Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) 
W. WALTON BUTTER\~OBTH 
Char~ d'Affaires ad interim 
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tEnclosure to despatch No. 2790, 
July 25, 1944, from lluulrid.J 

No. 2809 

Excellency: 

lluulrid, July 24, 1944. 

Although Your Excellency has, I am certain, already bee_n fully 
acquainted with the circumstances of the recent frontier incidents 
Ln the Province of Huesca, I cannot let these deplorable occurrences 
pass without conveying to Your Excellency, on behalf of my Government 
as well as for ~self, an expression of profound shock ~nd deep re~ 
gret; that they should have been permitted to occur. 

According to information which has come to my attention, an order 
appears to have been issued on June 9, 1944 to frontier guards in that 
Province instructing them to turn back certain categories of refugees 
atter~ting to enter Spanish territory without proper documentation, 
with,the consequence that a considerable number of refugees of French 
and other nationalities were, on and shortly after that date, refused 
entry into_ Spain and turned over to the custody of the Ger= authori-
ties from whom they were fleeing. -

According to this inforll'ation, a group of approximately 23 persons, 
including a considerable percentage of women and children, arrivedat 
the frontier town of Sallent early in the morning of June 9, 1944;· 
were temporarily detained by the Spanish bord~r authorities ~t that 
point, and were several hours l!;.ter given false directions to Canfranc 
wnich, iii fact, took them back into German-held territory. They were
prevented from falling into the hands of German patrols solely by 
their chance meeting with another group of refugees travelling'in.tho' 
opposite direction and, together with the latter group, returned to 
Sallent where- they arrived on the morning of. the followil)g day. It· 
is reported that the 12 men included ln this party were the~eupon 
placed by the border authorities at Sallent in a motor truck and 
driven back across the ·frontier into German-occupied territory to a · 
depth of five kilometers where they, togethar with 26 other refugees 
who had had the misfortune to. be encount~red en route, w_ere handed 
over to a German frontier patrol. It had been subsequently reported 
that these 38 persons ware then taken in German custody to the con~ 
centration camp of Oloron wnere a number of the women and _children· 
were released and the rest of the group sent on to the Fort· du Ha at 
Bordeaux, a place of detention understood to be an habitual stopping 
point for such prisoners on the way to Gerwany. 

Other incidents of the same s~rt t;ave been reported from other 
border points in Huenca Prov1nce, but in these instances there appear 
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to have arisen circumstances which led the Spanish border authorities to refrain from carrying out their expressed intention t_o return the refugees concerned to German custody. It is reported, for example, that a group of refugees arrived at Bielsa on June llth. and that the order for their expulsion was rescinded by the border authorities only in the face of public indignation on the part of residents of. that village which arose following the attempt of one of the refugees con- · earned, a Netherlands subject, to save himself from such a fate by committing suicide. Frontier police at Somport, moreover, are understood to have endeavored o·n June 12th to send back to France a citizen o:f the United States and a stateless re:fugee, and to have been dissuaded from such action only after prolonged argument on the part of the refugees concerned. 

Your Excellency, who, I am confident, has been as shocked as I at what has occurred, will not fail to recognize the grave implications of these incidents, which have amounted to open connivance on the part of Spanish border officials in tl:e persecution and possible assassination by the German authorities of innocent persons attempting to find on Spanish soil asylum from Nazi tyranny, and, in view of the reiterated assurances which the Embassy has-in the past received from theMinistry of Foreign Affairs, particularly in the latter's Note Verbale· no. 701 of november 17, 1943, to the effect that no refugees would be. delivered against their will to the German authorities -or expelled · from Spain except across the frontier of their own- choice, I should be most appreciative of assurances from Your Excellency which I could convey to nzy- Government tha1; illllr.edia.te and effective steps have been taken to ensure against a repetition of such incidents and to make certain that the above mentioned assurances of the Ministry will in •he future be scrupulously and unfailingly respected by Spamsh officials at every level of authority. 

Your Excellency will understand that the grave concern which my Govern:nent is bound to feel in the face.of the incidents citedherein springs not only from its determination that political and military refugees of all nationalities fleeing from the shadow of Nazi parse-· cution shall not be denied the asylum "to which the neutrality of Spanish territory entitles them, but also from ita ever-present appreb.ension lest the denial of· this right of asylum result in the delivery into enemy custody of citizens of the United States, an eventuality the effect of which· on public opinion in the United States should not ·be underestimated, 
· 

I avail nzy-self of this opportunity to express to Your EXcellency the renewed aaa•~rances of my highest consideration •. 
His Excellency 

Lieutenant General Count Jordana, 
!4iniste'r of Foreign Affairs. 

(Signed) 
W. WALTON BUTTER\iQRTH 
Gharg~ d'Affaires ad interim 
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